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Abstracts
Nucleotide excision repair is the major DNA repair pathway for removal of bulky adducts induced by chemical carcinogens and therapeutic agents, as well as the UV induced cyclobutyl pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and 6-4 photoproducts. During human excision repair, dual incision of the damaged strand results in removal of a ~30 nucleotide-long single stranded oligomer. In eXcision Repair-seq (XR-seq) we capture the excised oligonucleotide released in vivo, and subject it to high-throughput sequencing. We used XR-seq to produce stranded, nucleotide-resolution maps of repair of two UV-induced DNA damages, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and (6-4) pyrimidine-pyrimidone photoproducts ((6-4)PPs). In wild-type cells, CPD repair was highly associated with transcription, specifically with the template strand. Experiments in cells defective in either transcription-coupled excision repair or general excision repair isolated the contribution of each pathway to the overall repair pattern. This showed that transcription-coupled repair of both photoproducts occurs exclusively on the template strand and is highly correlated with the expression level of the genes. XR-seq maps capture transcription-coupled repair at sites of divergent gene promoters and bi-directional eRNA production at enhancers. XR-seq and the resulting genome wide repair maps will aid in quantifying how DNA damage and repair efficiencies vary with respect to genomic position and chromatin status, information which will be valuable to incorporate into models of carcinogenesis, cancer risk, and genome stability.
Oncogene overexpression in primary cells usually triggers the induction of a cellular safeguard response that promotes senescence or apoptosis. Therefore, oncogene induced tumorigenesis requires cooperating genetic events to overcome these biologic obstacles. In order to address this on a genomic scale, we performed array CGH on 8 genetically-engineered mouse models of mammary cancer. The MMTV-Myc model displayed a paucity of CNVs except for the amplification of the distal region of mouse chromosome 11 in 80% of the tumors. This region is syntenic with human chromosome 17q23-25 that is often amplified in human breast cancer. We hypothesized that some of the 243 genes within this amplicon would cooperate with Myc to enhance tumorigenesis, especially since Myc can exert anti-tumorigenic effects through its ability to induce apoptosis. Analysis of 7 selected candidate genes based upon their high expression in Myc-driven tumors identified JMJD6 as a gene that cooperates with Myc to enhance tumorigenesis. This gene has pleotropic functions in histone and non-histone protein modifications through catalyzing lysine hydroxylation and, therefore, is capable of regulating gene expression and protein activity. Recently JMJD6 was identified as a driver and a marker for poor prognosis in breast cancer although its mechanism of action was not elucidated. We have discovered that JMJD6 inhibits p19ARF protein and mRNA expression in normal mammary gland epithelial cells. A chromatin immunoprecipitation assay demonstrated that JMJD6 is bound to the p19ARF promoter and exerts its inhibitory function through demethylation of H4R3me2a, which is an epigenetic mark of active chromatin. As a result of p19ARF silencing, we observe reduced levels of p53 protein in JMJD6-expressing cells and diminished Myc-induced apoptosis after varying stress conditions. This mechanism might explain the cooperation of Myc with JMJD6 during tumor initiation in MMTV-Myc mouse models. We have demonstrated that in an established Myc-driven tumor model that is not metastatic, JMJD6 expression increases tumor burden, promotes tumor metastasis and induces multiple EMT markers (Twist and Snail) as well as several anti-apoptotic genes from the Bcl2 family. Given the pleotropic pro-tumorigenic activities of JMJD6, it may be useful as a prognostic factor and a therapeutic target for Myc-driven mammary tumorigenesis.
**BRD4 IS A HISTONE ACETYLTRANSFERASE THAT EVICTS NUCLEOSOMES FROM CHROMATIN**

Ballahcanda, D.¹, Case-Borden, C.¹, Gegonne, A.¹, Dey, A.², Ozato, K.², and Singer, D.S.¹

¹Experimental Immunology Branch, Center for Cancer Research, NCI; ²Laboratory of Molecular Growth Regulation, NICHD, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Bromodomain protein 4 (BRD4) is a master transcriptional and epigenetic regulator which plays a pivotal role in cancer development and immune diseases. While its association with chromatin is known to de-compact it and activate transcription of key proto-oncogenes, the mechanism involved is currently unknown. BRD4 plays an important role in transcription through phosphorylation of the RNA polymerase II, but its role in epigenetic regulation is yet to be clearly elucidated. It is known to bind and stay associated with chromatin during mitosis as a mitotic bookmark, reactivating transcription after mitotic silencing. Inhibiting its interaction with chromatin has been recently shown to be a successful therapeutic strategy against a variety of cancers that include acute myeloid leukemia, Burkitt's lymphoma, breast, colon and lung cancer. Therefore, deciphering the precise role of BRD4 on the chromatin is of critical importance. Here, we report that BRD4 has novel and intrinsic histone acetyltransferase (HAT) activity through which it acetylates histones H3 and H4 in nucleosomes. BRD4 HAT activity was mapped to two consensus acetyl CoA binding sites and a 40 amino acid catalytic site on BRD4 through point and deletion mutants. BRD4 HAT activity is distinct from all other known HAT's with a unique lysine acetylation 'fingerprint' that includes acetylation of all histone H4 tail lysines and H3 tail lysines at K4, K9, K18 and K27 positions but not at K14. In addition, BRD4 acetylates H3K122, a key lysine residue critical for nucleosome stability located on the dyad axis of the nucleosome. Indeed, we show that BRD4 HAT activity and H3K122 acetylation is responsible for nucleosome eviction and opening of the chromatin, as evidenced by the ability of BRD4, but not BRD4 HAT mutants, to evict nucleosomes both *in vitro* and *in vivo*. These findings are consistent with previous reports that BRD4 causes chromatin de-compaction and influences higher order chromatin structure. Nucleosome clearance by BRD4 is selective and localized to the gene loci it is known to regulate such as c-Myc, c-Fos and Aurora B kinase. Consistent with its role in localized chromatin de-compaction, BRD4 HAT activity regulates transcription at these gene loci as well. These findings suggest that BRD4 HAT activity plays a key role in chromatin remodeling and transcription. Based on our findings, we propose a new model where BRD4 is recruited to specific gene loci of M/G1 genes such as c-Myc and c-Fos, where it clears nucleosomes through its HAT activity to allow access to the transcriptional machinery.
HJURP INTERACTS WITH CONDENSIN II AND RUVBL1/BL2 TO FACILITATE CENTROMERIC CHROMATIN ASSEMBLY
Barnhart-Dailey, M.C., Zasadzinska, E., and Foltz, D.R.
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA

Centromeric chromatin is marked by the presence of nucleosomes containing the histone H3 variant, CENP-A. Contrary to canonical H3.1 nucleosome assembly, no new CENP-A nucleosomes are deposited during S-phase, essentially diluting the CENP-A nucleosome content by half each replication cycle. In order to restore CENP-A to its full complement, new CENP-A nucleosomes are assembled in early G1 immediately after the cell exits mitosis in human cells. A key protein in the assembly of new centromeric chromatin is the CENP-A specific chaperone HJURP. Depletion of HJURP from human cells results in a loss of new CENP-A at the centromere, and over time, a complete loss of centromeric CENP-A as the “old” CENP-A is diluted with each cell cycle. Previously, we showed that targeting of HJURP to non-centromeric loci is sufficient to determine the site of new CENP-A nucleosome deposition (Barnhart, et al. 2011). Additional proteins associated with HJURP and CENP-A in the pre-nucleosomal complex may also contribute to the remodeling and assembly of centromeric chromatin during G1. In this most recent work we delineate novel interactions between HJURP and the Condensin II and RuvB-like complexes, which are involved in the ability of HJURP to deposit new CENP-A nucleosomes in vivo. The condensin II complex is known to be required for complete axial shortening of mitotic chromosomes during prometaphase as the cell prepares to divide its chromosomes in the oncoming mitosis. It is composed of two SMC subunits (SMC2 and SMC4) that are common between the condensin I and condensin II complexes. The condensin II complex also contains three non-SMC subunits, CAP-H2, CAP-D3, and CAP-G2, which are unique from their condensin I counterparts. Previous work has implicated Condensin complexes in centromere deposition (Bernad et al. 2011, Samoshkin et al. 2009). Here we demonstrate that HJURP interacts specifically with condensin II subunits in vivo. In addition we show HJURP induces a chromatin decondensation that is exaggerated by condensin II depletion. We uncover condensin II localization at early G1 centromeres and identify a requirement for the complex in complete CENP-A deposition. In addition, we show an interaction between the C-terminus of HJURP and the AAA-ATPase proteins RuvBL1 and RuvBL2. The RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 proteins are part of the CENP-A pre-nucleosomal complex (Foltz et al. 2009, Shuaib et al. 2010). Depletion of these proteins demonstrates the requirement of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 for assembly of new CENP-A nucleosomes at the human centromere. Together these experiments highlight the requirement of multiple chromatin organizing complexes for efficient deposition of new CENP-A nucleosomes in vivo.
INHIBITION OF H3K27-SPECIFIC DEMETHYLASE ACTIVITY DURING MURINE ES CELL DIFFERENTIATION INDUCES DNA DAMAGE RESPONSE
Hofstetter, C., Kampka, J., Müller, A.M., and Becker, M.
Institute for Medical Radiation and Cell Research (MSZ) in the Center of Experimental and Molecular Medicine (ZEMM), Würzburg University, Würzburg, Germany

Pluripotent embryonic stem (ES) cells are characterized by their capacity to self-renew indefinitely while maintaining their potential to differentiate into all cell types of an adult organism. Both the undifferentiated and differentiated states are characterized by specific gene expression programs which are determined at the chromatin level. The repressive H3K27me3 chromatin mark is stringently regulated in undifferentiated and differentiating ES cells. In this study, by employing a small molecule inhibitor (GSK-J4) and by targeted gene knockdown/knockout we analyzed the function of the H3K27me2,3-specific demethylases KDM6A and KDM6B in undifferentiated and differentiating ES cells. Surprisingly, we observed that inhibition of the H3K27 demethylase activity induced DNA damage, activation of the DNA damage response (DDR) and cell death in differentiating but not in undifferentiated ES cells. Lack of H3K27me3 attenuated the GSK-J4-induced DDR in differentiating Eed KO ES cells suggesting a critical role for H3K27me3 in DDR. Collectively our findings indicate that during ES cell differentiation KDM6A and KDM6B apart from regulating gene expression patterns have additional functions in preventing DNA damage.
STRUCTURE-FUNCTION ANALYSES OF PATIENT-DERIVED MISSENSE MUTATIONS IN THE FANCONI-ANEMIA COMPLEMENTATION GROUP J (FANCJ) DNA HELICASE
Bharti, S.K.1, Sommers, J.A.1, Khan, I.1, Wu, Y.2, and Brosh Jr., R.M.1
1Laboratory of Molecular Gerontology, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, MD; 2Department of Biochemistry, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada

Fanconi Anemia (FA) is a rare genetic DNA repair disorder characterized by progressive bone marrow failure, congenital abnormalities, and cancer. Of the 16 genes currently linked to FA, the FA Group J (FANCJ) gene is unique that it encodes an ATP-dependent DNA helicase. Mutations in FANCJ are not only genetically linked to FA, but also associated with breast and ovarian cancer. Here we performed structure function studies of two FA patient-derived FANCJ mutations, R707C and H396D, resulting in substitution of arginine (R) to cysteine (C) in helicase motif IV and substitution of histidine (H) to aspartic acid (D) in Walker A (motif I) ATP binding pocket, respectively. The human recombinant FANCJ proteins, expressed in insect cells and purified to >95% homogeneity, were tested for DNA unwinding (helicase) on a forked duplex (19 bp) and an entropically favoured unimolecular G-quadruplex (G4) DNA substrate. FANCJ-R707C retained partial (~30%) helicase activity on either the forked duplex or G4 DNA substrates, whereas FANCJ-H396D failed to unwind either substrate. Single-turnover kinetic assays confirmed the differential effects of the FANCJ missense mutations on DNA helicase activity. To understand their molecular defects, the two FANCJ mutants were evaluated for DNA binding and ATP hydrolysis. FANCJ-R707C retained partial DNA binding and ATPase (~30% activity compared to FANCJ-WT), whereas FANCJ-H396D hardly bound DNA at all and retained only marginal ATPase activity (~10% compared to FANCJ-WT). Thus, the severity of the defects in both DNA binding and ATP hydrolysis correlated with the impact of the FANCJ mutations on helicase activity.

To study the biological effects of the FANCJ missense mutations, we used DT 40 FANCJ-/- cells expressing human FANCJ proteins. Consistent with its known role in homologous recombination repair, FANCJ-/- cells are sensitive to the DNA interstrand cross-linking (ICL) agent cisplatin or topoisomerase inhibitor camptothecin, which both interfere with DNA replication resulting in double-strand breaks (DSB). Expression of either the FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D mutant failed to rescue cisplatin sensitivity as measure by cell proliferation assay or DSB induction as measured by immunofluorescent detection of the DNA damage marker g-H2AX. In striking contrast, expression of FANCJ-R707C in FANCJ-/- cells restored camptothecin resistance similar to FANCJ-WT, whereas FANCJ-H396D completely failed to rescue the fancj null cell line. These results lead us to conclude that a quantitatively lower threshold of FANCJ catalytic activity is required for repair of camptothecin-induced DNA damage compared to cisplatin-induced damage. Our findings are consistent with a model in which FANCJ helicase participates in a classic pathway of ICL repair that is dependent on other FA gene products, whereas the role of FANCJ in the repair of broken replication forks caused by poisoned topoisomerase cleavage complexes occurs by a pathway distinct from the FA pathway. Moreover, the results provide new insight to the molecular phenotypes of clinically relevant FANCJ missense mutations and their roles in DNA repair that are relevant to human disease and cancer.
A CHROMATIN STRUCTURE BASED MODEL ACCURATELY PREDICTS
REPLICATION TIMING PROGRAM IN HUMAN CELLS
Bilke, S., Gindin, Y., and Meltzer, P.S.
Genetics Branch, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Background and Hypotheses: DNA replication is a tightly regulated process that follows a strict, yet poorly understood, temporal program. This timing program is intricately linked to many aspects of cell biology, it is cell type specific and altered in cancer cells. Although on the genome scale DNA replication appears as a highly orchestrated process, at the level of individual initiation events it is found to be stochastic. The mechanisms controlling global DNA replication timing remains largely unknown. Recently, stochastic DNA replication models, where global timing emerges from the collective action of unregulated initiation events, have been proposed. Yet it is still not known which factors determine the complex timing programs observed in metazoan genomes. Contributing to the dearth of such models is the incomplete characterization of replication initiation sites in these genomes. Here we show that this issue does not prevent building a successful DNA replication timing model because we find that (a) the replication timing program is so robust that knowledge of exact firing probabilities is unnecessary and (b) high efficiency replicators are sufficiently localized by a specific chromatin mark.

Study Design and Methods: We arrive at these conclusions based on simulations of a simple mechanistic model and comparison to experimental timing data. The input to our model is an "Initiation Probability Landscape" (IPLS), a mathematical construct representing the location of high efficiency initiation sites. We find that even a simple IPLS based on the position of transcription start sites produces a remarkably precise model (r=0.75 prediction vs. experiment). In principle, any genomic dataset can be used to define an IPLS and we systematically tried all ENCODE datasets, performed simulations and ranked the resulting models according to the precision of the predictions. A number of chromatin marks dominate the top of this ranking, but only one specific chromatin mark remains fully predictive after reducing the mutual independence between the top contenders.

Results and Conclusions: Simulations based on this optimal model demonstrate that the replication timing program in human cells (and other metazoans) can be entirely understood based on a diffusion process where initiation occurs in a time-stochastic manner, i.e. without any active regulation of initiation timing. Yet, the location of initiation is not entirely random because high efficiency initiation sites are located at specific sites and their genomic distribution determines the global timing program. The model predicts the replication timing program with a precision paraling that of independent experimental repeats (r=0.92 prediction vs experiment compared to r=0.94 for experiments performed in different labs). It recapitulates cell-specific timing patterns including abnormal timing behavior in cancer cells. These results strongly support the concept that replication timing is a stochastic process ultimately determined by chromatin structure which itself is a consequence of the topological organization of genes and functional regulatory elements on the chromosome as encoded in the DNA sequence.
MECHANISM OF DNA REPLICATION THROUGH CHROMATIN
Chang, H.-W.¹, Pandey, M.², Kulaeva, O.I.¹, Patel, S.S.², and Studitsky, V.M.¹,³
¹Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA; ²Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Rutgers-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Piscataway, NJ; ³School of Biology, Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russia

Accurate maintenance of chromatin structure and associated epigenetic and regulatory histone marks during DNA replication is essential for normal functioning of the daughter cells. However, the mechanisms of maintaining chromatin architecture during replication are unknown. We have studied nucleosome traversal by T7 replisome in vitro. Nucleosome is a strong barrier for replication, with particularly strong pausing of DNA polymerase at the +(27-39) and +(41-63) regions of nucleosomal DNA. After replication ~50% of nucleosomes survive and transfer to nucleosome-distal DNA region. The exonuclease activity of T7 DNA polymerase increases the overall rate of progression of the replisome through a nucleosome, likely by resolving non-productive complexes and by facilitating nucleosome translocation, although it partially compromises the efficiency of nucleosome survival. The presence of nucleosome-free DNA upstream of the replication fork augments progression of DNA polymerase through the nucleosome. Our data suggest a novel mechanism for maintenance of nucleosomes carrying the epigenetic and regulatory codes during replication.
NUCLEOSOME ORGANIZATION IN YEAST
Chereji, R.V., Ocampo, J., Burke, T., and Clark, D.J.
Program in Genomics of Differentiation, NICHD, NIH, Bethesda, MD

During the past decade, genome-wide nucleosome mapping experiments suggested a conserved stereotypical nucleosome organization near gene promoters, consisting of regular nucleosome arrays on the gene bodies and a nucleosome-depleted region immediately upstream of the transcription start sites. We study the factors that play key roles in establishing this organization. We show that in vitro, the reconstituted nucleosomes have a different organization than the one that we see in live cells, so the DNA sequence has not a major contribution in nucleosome positioning in vivo. We identify the actors that play a key role in nucleosome positioning: non-histone proteins that bind to gene promoters, chromatin remodelers and transcription. We discuss rigorous statistical mechanics models which can explain the nucleosome phasing observed in vivo, and we propose a simple model for the action of chromatin remodelers.
FUNCTIONAL COMPENSATION AMONG HMGN VARIANTS MODULATES THE DNase I HYPERSENSITIVE SITES AT ENHANCERS

Deng, T.1, Zhu, I.2, Zhang, S.1, Landsman, D.2, and Bustin, M.1

1Laboratory of Metabolism, Center for Cancer Research, NCI; 2Computational Biology Branch, National Center for Biotechnology Information, NLM, NIH, Bethesda, MD

DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs) are a hallmark of chromatin regions containing regulatory DNA such as enhancers and promoters; however, the factors affecting the establishment and maintenance of these sites are not fully understood. We now show that HMGN1 and HMGN2, nucleosome-binding proteins that are ubiquitously expressed in vertebrate cells, maintain the DHS landscape of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) synergistically. Loss of one of these HMGN variants led to a compensatory increase of binding of remaining variant. Genome wide mapping of the DHSs in Hmgn1-/-, Hmgn2-/- and Hmgn1-/-n2-/- MEFs reveals that loss of both, but not a single HMGN variant, leads to significant remodeling of the DHS landscape, especially at enhancer regions marked by H3K4me1 and H3K27ac. Loss of HMGN variants affects the induced expression of stress responsive genes in MEFs, the transcription profiles of several mouse tissues, and leads to altered phenotypes that are not seen in mice lacking only one variant. We conclude that the compensatory binding of HMGN variants to chromatin maintains the DHS landscape and the transcription fidelity necessary to retain wild type phenotypes. Our studies provide insights into mechanisms that maintain regulatory sites in chromatin and into functional compensation among nucleosome binding architectural proteins.
Leukemias with Mixed Lineage Leukemia (MLL) translocations account for the majority of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML). In our previous study, we demonstrated that in a well-studied MLL-AF9 induced transformation model of AML, Breast cancer gene 1 (BRCA1) deficiency in leukemic stem/progenitors results in reduced numbers of colony formation and reduced numbers of blasts \textit{in vitro}. In order to determine the role of BRCA1 on AML progression \textit{in vivo}, WT or BRCA1 deficient bone marrow cells were transformed with MLL-AF9 retroviral construct which has a GFP reporter and injected into sublethally irradiated recipient mice. In both WT and BRCA1 deficient cells, AML have developed with full penetrance and both groups of mice have similar disease latency. We then tested if BRCA1 is required for maintenance of leukemia by re-transplantation of tumor cells into secondary recipients. Disease onset was very rapid in mice which received WT AML cells. On the other hand, we observed a significant survival advantage in mice which received BRCA1 AML cells. We then performed tertiary transplantation of WT and BRCA1 null tumor cells. As in secondary transplants, there was a significant survival advantage of BRCA1 null leukemic cells. Since BRCA1 null cells gave rise AML with a later disease onset, we decided to analyze leukemic stem/progenitors in the sick mice. BRCA1 null leukemic cells had significantly lower percentage of cKit+ cells both in the bone marrow and in the spleen. These data suggest that BRCA1 is not absolutely required for leukemia maintenance but it has reduced numbers of leukemia initiating cells as they underwent serial bone marrow transplantation. MLL-AF9 transformed WT cells has gained ERK phosphorylation as they are re-transplanted into secondary and tertiary recipients whereas BRCA1 deficient cells had more genomic instability and had significantly less levels of phosphorylated ERK.
REFSEQ AND EPIGENOMICS: ANNOTATION AND DISCOVERY
Farrell, C.M., Pruitt, K.D., Murphy, T.D., Maglott, D.R., and the RefSeq Group
National Center for Biotechnology Information, NLM, NIH, Bethesda, MD

The Reference Sequence (RefSeq) database at NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/) provides an archived dataset for reference genome annotation and gene identification. Many genome-wide epigenomic studies typically use RefSeq data to determine gene, transcript and transcription start sites on the reference genome. This presentation will review the current RefSeq project in vertebrates, methods for data access, and tools to view and process genome annotation at NCBI. The advantages of obtaining RefSeq data from NCBI sources will be demonstrated, such as accessing NCBI model gene annotations. Browsers such as the UCSC Genome Browser, a common RefSeq data source for epigenomic studies, do not include those predictions. External sources may thus represent incomplete genome annotation, which could result in false association of some epigenetic marks with intergenic features. Conversely, this presentation will also review how the RefSeq project uses epigenomic data as a tool for RefSeq curation and gene determination. These uses include the verification of gene or transcript variant 5' completeness based on promoter-associated epigenetic marks and a use in defining genes when there is insufficient transcript support. This presentation will introduce plans to expand the RefSeq project to represent non-genic features, including regulatory elements (e.g., enhancers), elements involved in higher-order genome organization (e.g., insulators), and elements that are otherwise considered to be of functional importance (e.g., recombination hotspots). These planned additions would enrich current genome annotation and are expected to be valuable to biomedical research.
HISTONE BINDING STRENGTH IS QUANTITATIVELY ASSOCIATED WITH GENE EXPRESSION ACROSS INDIVIDUALS

Fletez-Brant, K.\textsuperscript{1,2}, He, Y.\textsuperscript{3}, and Hansen, K.D.\textsuperscript{1,2}

\textsuperscript{1}McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine; \textsuperscript{2}Department of Biostatistics and \textsuperscript{3}Department of Epidemiology, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD

Histone modifications are known to be associated with active and inactive parts of the genome. These modifications are mainly profiled using ChIP-seq/chip, and for technical reasons most existing experiments are performed in cell lines with unlimited input material. Little is known about differences in histone marks profiled in the same cell type but in different individuals.

Using publicly available histone modification data from multiple different HapMap cell lines, we show the quantitative association that exists between a gene's expression and H3K4me3 binding at its corresponding promoter. This association shows H3K4me3 binding strength is a quantitative and functionally relevant measure, which is associated with biological variation. We establish a similar quantitative relationship between gene expression and strength binding by H3K4me1 and H3K27ac at corresponding enhancers. Finally we establish the quantitative relationship between promoter H3K4me3 binding and gene expression in rat, thereby replicating our finding in a different mammal.
THE CENP-A N-TAIL CONFERNS EPIGENETIC STABILITY TO CENTROMERES VIA THE CENP-T BRANCH OF THE CCAN IN FISSION YEAST

Folco, H.D.\textsuperscript{1,2}, Campbell, C.S.\textsuperscript{2}, Espinoza, C.A.\textsuperscript{2}, Grewal, S.I.S.\textsuperscript{1}, and Desai, A.\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Laboratory of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD; \textsuperscript{2}Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA

In most eukaryotes, centromeres are defined epigenetically by presence of the histone H3 variant CENP-A. Whereas the mechanisms that load CENP-A at centromeres are being elucidated, the functions of its divergent N-terminal tail remain enigmatic. Here, we employ the well-studied fission yeast centromere to investigate the function of the Cnp1\textsuperscript{CENP-A} N-tail. We show that alteration of the N-tail did not affect Cnp1\textsuperscript{CENP-A} loading at centromeres and outer kinetochore formation, but displayed elevated chromosome loss. Interestingly, N-Tail mutants exhibited synthetic lethality with centromeres harboring a \textit{tetO} array at central core. However, infrequent survivors were isolated harboring an inactive centromere depleted of Cnp1\textsuperscript{CENP-A} and enriched in H3K9me2. Moreover, elevated centromere inactivation with concomitant presence of H3K9me2 was also observed in unaltered centromeres of N-tail mutants. Remarkably, N-tail mutants specifically reduced localization of the CCAN proteins Cnp20\textsuperscript{CENP-T} and Mis6\textsuperscript{CENP-I}, but not Cnp3\textsuperscript{CENP-C}. Overexpression of Cnp20\textsuperscript{CENP-T} suppressed the H3K9me2 enrichment at central core of N-tail mutants, suggesting a link between reduced CENP-T recruitment and the observed centromere inactivation phenotype. Thus, the Cnp1\textsuperscript{CENP-A} N-tail promotes stability of centromeres in fission yeast, via recruitment of the CENP-T branch of the CCAN.
RECONSTRUCTING HI-C DATA USING LONG-RANGE CORRELATIONS IN
EPIGENETIC DATA
Fortin, J.P.\textsuperscript{1} and Hansen, K.D.\textsuperscript{1,2}
\textsuperscript{1}Department of Biostatistics, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health; \textsuperscript{2}McKusick-
Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD

A Hi-C experiment produces a genome-wide contact matrix whose entries estimate how often two
distinct loci interact with each other. Analysis of Hi-C contact matrices have shown that at a gross
scale, the genome can be divided into two compartments -- closed and open -- and that this
compartmentalization is cell-type specific. Recent work has shown that 36\% of these compartments
change during stem cell differentiation.

Here we show that genome compartments can be reliably estimated using DNA methylation data
from the Illumina 450k platform, an inexpensive and popular methylation microarray. To do so, we
show that the long-range correlations of methylation levels are substantially higher for two loci that
belong to the "closed" compartment ("closed-closed" interaction) than for the two other types of
interactions ("open-open" and "open-closed" interactions). By applying principal component
analysis to the methylation correlation matrix, we can estimate where the "closed-closed"
interactions occur and therefore obtain the genome compartmentalization. At the 100kb resolution,
we obtain a domain agreement between the Hi-C and methylation greater than 80\%. As an important
observation, we notice that most of the loci for which the prediction fails are subdomains at which
either the Hi-C domain signal or the methylation signal is weak, i.e. where the first principal
component is close to 0 and therefore leads to an ambiguous compartment membership in either of
the data types. We show that we are able to recover differences between cell types. This work makes
it possible to systematically examine genome compartments in primary samples.
CHROMATIN DECOMPACTION BY THE NUCLEOSOMAL BINDING PROTEIN HMGN5 IMPAIRS NUCLEAR STURDINESS
Furusawa, T. and Bustin, M.
Laboratory of Metabolism, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD

In most metazoan nuclei, heterochromatin is located at the nuclear periphery in contact with the nuclear lamina, which provides mechanical stability to the nucleus. We show that in cultured cells, chromatin decompaction by the nucleosome binding protein HMGN5 decreases the sturdiness, elasticity and rigidity of the nucleus. Mice overexpressing HMGN5, either globally or only in the heart, are normal at birth but develop hypertrophic heart with large cardiomyoctyes, deformed nuclei and disrupted lamina and die of cardiac malfunction. Chromatin decompaction is seen in cardiomyocytes of newborn mice but misshaped nuclei with disrupted lamina are seen only in adult cardiomyocytes, suggesting that loss of heterochromatin diminishes the ability of the nucleus to withstand the mechanical forces of the contracting heart. Thus, heterochromatin enhances the ability of the nuclear lamina to maintain the sturdiness and shape of the eukaryotic nucleus; a structural role for chromatin that is distinct from its genetic functions.
THE ROLE OF LSH IN REGULATING PROLIFERATION AND DIFFERENTIATION OF NSCs
Han, Y. and Muegge, K.
Mouse Cancer and Genetics Program, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Frederick, MD

The cerebral cortex develops from multipotent neural stem cells (NSCs) that begin as neuroepithelial cells in the ventricular zone (VZ). After initial symmetric divisions to self-expand, NSCs divide asymmetrically to give rise to differentiated progeny and maintain copies of themselves, demonstrating self-renewal and differentiation, two defining features of stem cells. Epigenetic regulations play a pivotal role in the cell identity maintenance as well as the stepwise cell differentiation guidance. Mutations in epigenetic modulators which induce modification landscape dynamic are related to developmental deficiency and many human diseases, including cancer and mental retardation. Chromatin factors that regulate neurogenesis in the central nervous system remain to be explored. It is important to elucidate molecular mechanisms underlying NSCs self-renewal in order to understand normal CNS development, and to develop therapies for neural pathologies.

Lsh is expressed ubiquitously in rapidly dividing cells or tissues and is linked to cell proliferation. Lsh is crucial for normal development since Lsh-deficient mice show multiple developmental defects. At molecular level, Lsh deletion leads to genome-widely DNA hypomethylation in MEF, brain and the whole embryos. Also Lsh knockdown was accompanied with histone modifications change and TFs binding regulation pattern change. To clarify the function of Lsh in NSCs self-renewal and differentiation, we performed the following experiments in mouse primary embryonic NSCs and embryonic mouse brains tissue: 1) Cell-based analysis and tissue level immunofluorescence analysis; 2) RNA-seq for early stage proliferating NSCs and verification RT-PCR for proliferation and differentiation NSCs; 3) ChIP-qPCR of histone modifications for promoters and enhancers of key regulators; 4) Image-based time-lapse immunofluorescence analysis.

We found that Lsh knockdown resulted in a profound decrease in neural progenitor proliferation and an increase in cell death even in early embryonic stage cells. In our study Lsh acute knockdown resulted in rapidly increased p21 (Cdkn1a) expression, which was robust at all, stages examined. The proliferation decrease and apoptosis increase of Lsh-/- NSCs are accompanied with cell cycle alteration through p21 expression level elevation but in a p53-independent manner. During self-renewal, p21 works at downstream of Lsh to control NSCs expansion by regulating Bmp4 and Sox2 expression. Taken together, our data suggest that Lsh represses p21 and that acute reduction of Lsh relieves this repression, allowing p21 transcription and thereby promoting cell cycle exit. By using combined time-lapse imaging and immunofluorescence, we show that Lsh deletion does not affect the asymmetric division (ACD) rate as well as the cell types both in vitro and in vivo, which indicates that Lsh-/ NSCs are of the ability to differentiation into functional subtypes. However, by checking the expression level of intermediate markers and neural progenitor markers at different time points, we found that Lsh-/- NSCs differentiation was delayed than wild type litter mates, which suggests that Lsh affects the NSCs differentiation by promoting neural lineage specification.

In summary, we demonstrate functional requirements for Lsh in self-renewing proliferation and differentiation of NSCs and neuronal and glial cell fate decisions. Our results provide a fresh view of molecular signaling mechanisms coordinating NSCs self-renewal and cell lineage specification.
A NOVEL STRATEGY TO INHIBIT CpG ISLAND HYPERMETHYLATION AND RESTORE BRCA1 EXPRESSION
Han, Y.J., Zhang, J., Prat, A., Yoshimatsu, T., Gomez-Vega, M., Kwon, J., Perou, C.M., Kannanganattu, P., and Olopade, O.I.

1Center for Clinical Cancer Genetics and Global Health; and Section of Hematology and Oncology, and 2Section of Gastroenterology, Department of Medicine, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL; 3Department of Genetics, School of Medicine, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC; 4Translational Genomics Group, Vall d’Hebron Institute of Oncology (VHIO), Barcelona, Spain; 5Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL

BRCA1 promoter methylation is observed in 20-60% of sporadic triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) and may be an important mechanism contributing to the loss of BRCA1 function in sporadic TNBC and other cancers with low BRCA1 expression. Demethylation and consequent reactivation of tumor suppressor genes are rationale approaches being used in the treatment of cancer. However, currently available nucleoside-based DNMT inhibitors affect genome-wide DNA methylation and cannot specifically target tumor suppressor genes like BRCA1. Here, we describe a novel approach to modulate local DNA methylation by silencing a neighboring long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) which tethers DNMT1 at the BRCA1 genomic locus.

The human genomic region encompassing the BRCA1 gene is complex and includes two protein coding genes (BRCA1 and NBR1), a non-coding RNA gene (NBR2), and a pseudogene of BRCA1 (BRCA1P1), within a ~170kb region of chromosome 17q21. The BRCA1 gene on the minus strand is located head-to-head with NBR2 on the plus strand, whereas BRCA1P1 on the minus strand is located head-to-head with NBR1 on the plus strand. The promoter between the BRCA1 and NBR2 genes and that between the BRCA1P1 and NBR1 genes are bidirectional, expressing transcripts in opposite directions through convergent transcription. The BRCA1P1 pseudogene was generated by a recent evolutionary event: partial duplication of BRCA1 gene followed by insertion of a processed pseudogene of RPLP1. It expresses a chimeric lncRNA retained in nuclei. Interference with the nuclear expression of BRCA1P1 lncRNA using a specific anti-sense oligonucleotide (ASO) decreased the promoter methylation of BRCA1 and increased BRCA1 expression. RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) assays revealed DNMT1 interactions with BRCA1 mRNA and BRCA1P1 lncRNA at the locus. Chromosome conformation capture (3C) will assess whether there is a long-range interaction between the BRCA1 and BRCA1P1 promoters through DNMT1 and mediators. Our data support a long-range cis-regulation of BRCA1 expression by neighboring BRCA1P1 lncRNA through an interaction with DNMT1 at the locus. Depleting BRCA1P1 with ASO could be developed as a therapeutic method to inhibit BRCA1 promoter methylation and restore BRCA1 expression.
NUCLEOSOMAL BINDING PROTEINS HMGN1 AND HMGN2 MODULATE THE RATE OF AMELOBLAST DIFFERENTIATION

He, B.¹, Deng, T.¹, Yamada, Y.², and Bustin, M.¹
¹Laboratory of Metabolism, Center for Cancer Research, NCI; ²Laboratory of Cell and Developmental Biology, NIDCR, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Ameloblast secretes enamel matrix proteins which mineralize to form the dental enamel that is necessary for daily chewing. The maturation of ameloblast is a stepwise process in which the highly proliferative progenitor ameloblast transits into the terminally differentiated ameloblast. Ameloblast differentiation is regulated by multiple factors, including the zinc finger family transcription factor Epiprofin (Epfn); however, the regulatory network of ameloblast maturation is still not fully understood. We now show that the nucleosomal binding proteins HMGN1 and HMGN2 modulate the rate of ameloblast differentiation. We find that during embryogenesis Hmgn1 and Hmgn2 are downregulated and show a reverse tendency to the expression of ameloblast differentiation markers Amelogenin (Amel) and Ameloblastin (Ambn), which are upregulated. In primary dental epithelial cells, overexpression of HMGN1 or HMGN2 reduced the Epfn-induced expression of Amel and Ambn while siRNA-mediated knockdown of HMGN1 or HMGN2 expression increased the Amel and Ambn expression. Thus, the Epfn-mediated Amel activation is controlled by HMGN variants. To test the role of HMGN in ameloblast differentiation in the biological context of an organism we created Hmgn1-/-, Hmgn2-/-, and Hmgn1-/-;Hmgn2-/- mice. Immunofluorescence, q-PCR measurements, and RNA-seq analysis of one-day-old (P1) mouse incisors revealed that loss of HMGN1 or HMGN2 downregulated the expression of CartD, an ameloblast progenitor marker, and upregulated the expression level of Amel and Ambn, markers of mature ameloblasts, suggesting that loss of the HMGN variants accelerated the rate of ameloblast differentiation. Indeed, all the three Hmgn-/- mutant mice showed thicker enamel than their wide type littermates at the early differentiation stages; however, all the adult mice showed normal teeth and enamel density. Our results suggest that HMGN1 and HMGN2 regulate the rate of ameloblast differentiation by modulating the interaction of specific transcription factors with chromatin. Given that HMGN proteins are ubiquitously expressed in vertebrate cells, it is likely that they similarly affect additional regulatory networks necessary for proper embryonic development.
METHYLATED CYTOSINES (5mC) MUTATE TO TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR BINDING SITES THAT DRIVE VERTEBRATE EVOLUTION

He, X. 1, Tillo, D. 1, Syed, S. 1, Vierstra, J. 2, Deng, C. 1, Ray, G.J. 1, Stamatoyannopoulos, J. 2, Fitzgerald, P. 3, and Vinson, C. 1
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The abundance of all 8-base-pair long DNA sequences (8-mers) in the human genome is a bimodal distribution with all rare 8-mers containing a CG dinucleotide and all abundant 8-mers not containing a CG dinucleotide. In mammals, the cytosine in CG dinucleotides is typically methylated (5mC). 5mC is chemically unstable and spontaneously deaminates to TG/CA dinucleotides, which is thought to explain the depletion of CG dinucleotides in mammalian genomes. These new TG/CA dinucleotides generate genetic diversity that may be critical for evolutionary change by creating transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) that become tissue specific regulatory regions. We tested this idea by examining regulatory regions identified by DNase Hypersensitive Sites (DHSs) in human and mouse genomes. DHSs, both shared and tissue-specific are enriched for 8-mers containing the CG dinucleotide. In both species, 8-mers containing a TG/CA and no CG dinucleotide are enriched in tissue-specific DHSs (TS-DHSs) more than 8-mer with neither a TG/CA or CG dinucleotide. The most enriched in both genomes is the AP-1 motif (GTGC TCA), a pseudo-palindrome with two TG/CA dinucleotides. When we examine the evolution of the AP-1 motif, the TG/CA dinucleotides previously were CG dinucleotides supporting the suggestion that TG/CA dinucleotides in TFBS are molecular fossils of 5mC. Additional TS-DHS enriched TFBS containing the TG/CA dinucleotide are the palindromic E-Box motif (GCAGCTGC), the NF-1 motif (GGCA---TGCC), and the GR motif (G-ACA---TGT-C). The bimodal distribution of 8-mers initially occurs in the coelacanth, the phylogenetic lineage that evolved onto the land and persists in all descendants.
NOVEL BRG1-BAF COMPLEX-INDEPENDENT REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION BY BAF60A
Epigenetics and Stem Cell Biology Laboratory, NIEHS, NIH, Research Triangle Park, NC

The BAF chromatin remodeling complex is composed of a variable number of subunits, many of which are expressed in tissue and cell-type specific manners. While individual subunits are required for specific cell-fate decisions and developmental events, these are typically only considered within the context of BAF complex function. We sought to determine whether individual BAF subunits might display distinct, BAF complex-independent functions. RNA-sequencing in HepG2 cells revealed that silencing expression of either the catalytic subunit Brg1 or the Baf60a subunit resulted in largely non-overlapping changes in gene expression. The majority of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were unique for Baf60a silencing, and among common DEGs, Brg1 and Baf60a silencing frequently had opposing effects on expression. Furthermore, pathway analysis revealed that Brg1 and Baf60a regulated distinct biochemical, metabolic, and signaling pathways. To identify unique Baf60a-interacting proteins, we performed do-immunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry experiments and found that Baf60a interacts with a distinct set of nuclear RNA-binding proteins independently of Brg1. Taken together, these findings demonstrate novel, BAF complex-independent roles for Baf60a in transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression.
MECHANISMS OF RNA POLYMERASE PAUSING ASSOCIATED WITH A TRANSLOCATION BLOCK IN VIVO

Imashimizu, M.1, Takahashi, H.2, Oshima, T.3, McIntosh, C.4, Bubunenko, M.1, Court, D.L.1, and Kashlev, M.1.  
1Gene Regulation and Chromosome Biology Laboratory, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Frederick, MD; 2Medical Mycology Research Center, Chiba University, Japan; 3Graduate School of Biological Sciences, Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Ikoma, Japan; 4Office of the Director, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Frederick, MD

Transcription elongation is frequently interrupted by pausing signals in DNA, which regulate gene expression. Pre-translocated, post-translocated and backtrack pauses of RNA polymerase (RNAP) have been well characterized in vitro. However, physiologically relevant mechanisms remain poorly understood. Here we investigated RNAP pausing in E. coli by developing a novel approach, combining nascent elongating transcript sequencing (NET-seq) with RNase footprinting of nascent elongating transcripts (RNET-seq). This technique allows assessment of translocation states of RNAP by determining the length of the 3’-proximal RNA transcript protected by RNAP in the paused complex as isolated from the nucleoid. We identified two DNA sequence elements that govern genome-wide pausing: G and CG nucleotides, respectively located respectively at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the RNA-DNA hybrid within RNAP. We demonstrated that the G-dC base pair in the 5’ end of the hybrid interferes with RNAP translocation. The length between the 5’ G and the 3’ CG elements of the pause sites fluctuates over a three nucleotide width. Thus, the G-dC can induce pausing in each of three states, post-translocated, pre-translocated, and backtracked. Pausing events are significantly enriched in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) of mRNA genes. GreA and GreB proteins, which are known to rescue backtracked RNAP, reduce pausing in the 5’UTRs, but do not affect pausing in the translated parts of genes. This finding argues that translating ribosomes suppress backtracking and associated transcription pausing. We also identified multiple pausing events in regions where collisions of RNAP molecules occur during convergent transcription.
Regulation of nucleosome positioning and occupancy in eukaryotic chromatin is required for gene regulation, replication, and DNA repair. The stability of the histone-DNA interaction is regulated by a complex combination of histone post-translational modifications, histone variants, DNA sequence content, genomic location, and transcriptional machinery. Because these factors also influence each other, the unique contribution of each factor has been difficult to study.

We are interested in mechanisms by which nucleosomes and higher-order chromatin structures restrict access to the underlying DNA sequence. We interrogated nucleosome positioning and the stability of nucleosome-DNA interactions by performing a micrococcal nuclease digestion timecourse using chromatin from *C. elegans* embryos. At each timepoint, the mononucleosomes that had been liberated at that point in the digestion were subjected to paired-end Illumina sequencing. Previously published work has termed the earliest nucleosomes released as “fragile” and the latest nucleosomes released as “resistant”. This approach captures known features such as the 10 – 11 bp periodicity in nucleosome digestion, and additional information specific to the timecourse, such as correlations between nucleosome position and fragility, and between transcriptional activity and fragility.

At the level of gene organization, fragile nucleosomes are enriched at the 5’ and 3’ of genes, while resistant nucleosomes are enriched in the coding region and in non-coding intergenic regions. We were surprised to find that at the level of the chromosome, fragile and resistant nucleosomes are distributed non-uniformly. Fragile nucleosomes are enriched at the center of the autosomal chromosomes, while resistant nucleosomes are enriched at the chromosome arms. This pattern is broadly consistent with fragility being inversely proportional to chromosome-nuclear lamina interactions measured by LEM-2 ChIP-seq.
NUCLEOSOME REPEAT LENGTH RELATES TO THE GENE EXPRESSION LEVEL IN YEAST
Katebi, A.¹, Norouzi, D.¹, Cui, F.², and Zhurkin, V.¹
¹Laboratory of Cell Biology, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD; ²Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY

We are investigating correlation between the DNA folding in 30-nm chromatin fiber and the level of gene expression. The 30-nm fiber is generally characterized by the nucleosome repeat length (NRL) – that is, the length of the core DNA, 147 bp, plus the linker DNA length, L. We found previously that there are two families of the two-start chromatin fiber structures characterized by different DNA topology and flexibility. (Depending on the NRL value, the energetically optimal fiber structure belongs to one of the two families.) Here we analyze the high resolution nucleosome positioning data to find whether there is any correlation between the NRL and the gene expression level in yeast. We calculate the NRL values for the two groups of genes – 25% highly expressed and 25% lowly expressed genes (out of ~3,500 yeast genes that are at least 1,000 bp long). Our results show that the average NRL=161-162 bp for the highly active genes (i.e., linker L=14-15 bp), whereas NRL=167-168 bp (i.e., linker L= 20-21 bp) for the lowly transcribed genes. Based on these findings, we conclude that the highly and lowly active gene sets have distinct nucleosome fiber organization with the linker L≈10n+5 and 10n, respectively. We hypothesize that organization of the most active genes in fibers with L≈10n+5 (which are more flexible than the fibers with L≈10n) facilitates formation of gene loops, thereby inducing transcription of these genes.
BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HUMAN MITOCHONDRIAL DNA HELICASE TWINKLE

Khan, I., Bharti, S.K., Sommers, J.A., and Brosh Jr., R.M.
Laboratory of Molecular Gerontology, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, MD

Autosomal recessive and dominant mutations in the c10orf2 gene encoding the mitochondrial replicative DNA helicase Twinkle are genetically linked to several diseases characterized by neurodegeneration or premature aging. Despite its essential role in human mitochondrial DNA replication, Twinkle helicase has not been characterized in an extensive manner in terms of its DNA substrate specificity or DNA unwinding mechanism. To gain insight on its role in mitochondrial DNA metabolism, we have characterized a homogeneous recombinant form of Twinkle protein expressed and purified from human cells. We first examined Twinkle’s DNA unwinding activity on simple and sequence-related partial duplex structures that represent key intermediates of DNA replication and repair. Twinkle required a free 5’ single-stranded DNA sequence to efficiently unwind a flanking duplex in the DNA substrate molecule. Twinkle was poorly active on a synthetic replication fork structure with duplex leading and lagging strand arms. The demonstrated ability of Twinkle to robustly unwind the downstream duplex of a 5’ single-stranded flap DNA substrate is consistent with a proposed role of Twinkle in strand displacement synthesis and may be relevant to its potential involvement in base excision repair of oxidative lesions known to accumulate in the mitochondrial genome. Thus, we assessed the ability of Twinkle to unwind partial duplex DNA substrates harboring the endogenous oxidative lesion 8,5’-cyclopurine-2’-deoxynucleoside (cPu). Twinkle efficiently unwound DNA substrates containing a cPu within the duplex region in either the translocating or non-translocating strand, indicating that the hexameric ring-like assembly state of Twinkle can accommodate the cPu.

DNA intermediates of homologous recombination (HR) are known to exist in mitochondria; therefore, we analyzed Twinkle’s ability to catalytically act upon four-stranded Holliday Junctions (HJ) and three-stranded displacement (D)-loop structures. Twinkle failed to unwind blunt-ended HJ structures under conditions that it efficiently unwound simple duplex substrates, suggesting that unlike helicases implicated in HR repair (e.g., RecQ), Twinkle does not recognize the central core of the HJ structure. However, Twinkle efficiently catalyzed ATP-dependent branch-migration of a mobile three-stranded DNA structure in the 5’ to 3’ direction, but poorly in the 3’ to 5’ direction. In contrast, Twinkle was able to efficiently unwind fixed D-loop substrates in which the invading strand possessed either a 5’ or 3’ single-stranded DNA tail, suggesting that Twinkle simply requires a DNA junction for optimal loading of non-mobile D-loops.

Although mitochondrial DNA is histone-free, it is bound by the duplex DNA-interacting transcription factor TFAM which is known to exist at a genome-saturating concentration. To assess if Twinkle can displace protein bound to DNA, we tested whether an enzymatically inactive BamHI-E111A restriction endonuclease bound with high affinity to a forked duplex DNA harboring a BamHI recognition sequence was able to inhibit Twinkle unwinding of the substrate. Our biochemical studies demonstrated that Twinkle was able to displace BamHI-E111A and unwind the DNA substrate in a manner that was nearly comparable to the substrate without BamHI-E111A bound to it. Based on our findings, we conclude that Twinkle performs its DNA replication functions by unwinding duplex DNA and displacing any proteins in its path.
IMPACT OF CONTROLLED DNA DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK INDUCTION ON TRANSCRIPTOME MAINTENANCE IN VIVO
Kim, J.1, Sturgill, D.1, Tran, A.1, Sinclair, D.2, and Oberdoerffer, P.1
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DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) and their repair cause extensive break-proximal chromatin reorganization. The latter can result in transcriptional repression near DSBs, highlighting the potential impact of DSB (repair) on the epigenetic integrity of our genomes, and ultimately cell and tissue function. However, the study of both epigenetic and physiological consequences of DSBs in model organisms has been hindered by a scarcity of tools to induce temporally and/or locally controlled DSBs. Here, we describe a mouse model that allows for tightly regulated DSB formation at approximately one hundred defined genomic loci, including the repetitive 28S rDNA. Using this model, we find that efficient DSB repair ensures surprisingly stable gene expression profiles in primary cells. No evidence for persisting, break-proximal gene deregulation was observed except at the rDNA, which, unlike single gene loci, displayed a continuous presence of DSBs due to the repetitive nature of the locus. Together, we reveal an unexpected capacity of primary cells to maintain transcriptome integrity in response to DSBs, a process that seems to fail, however, when DSBs cannot be cleared effectively. These findings have significant implications for our understanding of DNA damage-associated epigenetic dysfunction.
THE ROLE OF TET1-MEDIATED DNA HYDROXYMETHYLATION IN SELF-RENEWAL AND DIFFERENTIATION OF INTESTINAL STEM CELLS
Department of Genetics and Institute for Diabetes, Obesity & Metabolism, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

5-methylcytosine (5mC) can be oxidized to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) and further to 5-formylcytosine and 5-carboxylcytosine by the Ten Eleven Translocation (TET) hydroxylases. Both 5hmC and TET1 have been shown to be essential for embryonic stem cell function and neuronal activity, their role in adult stem cells remains to be elucidated. The intestinal epithelium is an excellent model to study adult stem cells. Our aim was to determine if 5hmC and TETs are involved in self-renewal and differentiation of intestinal stem cells.

We isolated intestinal stem cells (ISC) and differentiated cells (DIFF) from adult mice and performed immunoprecipitation for hydroxymethylated DNA followed by high-throughput sequencing to generate genome-wide 5hmC maps. We found that 5hmC distribution was dynamically changed between ISC and DIFF. Globally 5hmC level was increased in differentiated cells and 5hmC-acquiring genes during differentiation were upregulated in differentiated cells. However, 5hmC was enriched at ISC marker genes such as Lgr5 and Olfm4 in ISC.

Next, we discovered that Tet1 mRNA was highly expressed in ISC, but not in differentiated cells. To investigate regeneration capacity of Tet1-deleted ISC, we isolated ISC from Tet1−/− mice and grew them using the ex vivo organoid culture system. Surprisingly, we found that Tet1-deleted ISC generated hollow spheroids instead of the budding organoids, typically seen when culturing wild-type ISCs. These spheroids were remarkably similar to intestinal spheroids derived from fetal intestine not only in morphology, but also in gene expression profile, exhibiting low levels of intestinal stem cell markers and differentiation genes, and high levels of fetal spheroid markers such as Trop2 and Cnx43.

In conclusion, Tet1-mediated DNA hydroxymethylation in ISCs is required for ISC gene activation, proper self-renewal and differentiation of ISCs.
Nucleosomes containing the histone H3 variant CENP-A mark the centromere, which is the locus required for segregation of chromosomes. It has been shown that the majority of cancers exhibit genomic instability, however, the mechanism is unclear. Overexpression of CENP-A and its chaperone HJURP occurs in many cancers and is sufficient to cause chromosome missegregation in cell culture. The posttranslational modification (PTM) of histones resulting in the recruitment of activator and repressor complexes to chromatin is a well-established and broadly used method to regulate chromatin activity by the cell. We propose that PTMs of CENP-A have a major role in regulating centromeric chromatin and preventing chromosomal instability. Recently, we reported that N-terminal residue Gly1 becomes trimethylated on the α-amino group following initial methionine removal. Here we demonstrate that the N-terminal RCC1 methyltransferase (NRMT1) methylates CENP-A both in vitro and in vivo. Methylation occurs in the prenucleosomal as well as nucleosomal forms of CENP-A, although nucleosomal CENP-A showed higher methylation. In vivo as well as in vitro data suggest that the amino terminal tail of CENP-A is sufficient for trimethylation. We also found that methylation of nucleosomal CENP-A increases through cell cycle with highest being found during mitosis. CENP-A amino-terminal methylation is required for cell survival. Previous work showed that the amino terminus of CENP-A is essential in human cells in which the CENP-A c-terminal tail is absent. We tested whether methylation of CENP-A was required for the essential function of the CENP-A amino terminus by attempting to rescue a CENP-A knockout cell line with a CENP-A mutant that could not be methylated. Cells expressing only the CENP-A methylation mutant formed fewer colonies than the wild-type control, suggesting that methylation is required for cell survival. Expression of CENP-A methylation resistant mutants causes significant defects in the microtubule spindle during mitosis. We observe increased number of multipolar spindles in CENP-A mutant expressing cells. These multipolar spindles are not a result of centriole duplication, suggesting that spindle defects result from an imbalance of motor forces within the mitotic spindle. We observed spindle pole defects only in cells that are deficient for p53 (HeLa and HCT116 p53/-/- cells). A significant increase in chromosome segregation defects was observed in both p53/-/- and p53+/+ HCT116 cells. Under conditions where endogenous CENP-A was knocked down, cells expressing the CENP-A methylation mutants formed larger and higher number of colonies indicating uncontrolled growth in p53/-/- cells relative to p53+/+ cells and cells expressing wild-type CENP-A. Cells expressing CENP-A methylation mutants showed an increase in tumor forming potential relative to wild-type expressing cells in xenograft experiments. Our work provides a novel link between CENP-A posttranslational modification and the generation of chromosome instability.
UNUSUAL DNA STRUCTURES ARE A COMMON FEATURE OF MAMMALIAN GENOMES
Kouzine, F.1, Wojtowicz, D.2, Yamane, A.3, Baranello, L.1, Nelson, S.3, Resch, W.3, Casellas, R.3, Przytycka, T.M.2, and Levens, D.1
1Laboratory of Pathology, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD; 2National Center for Biotechnology Information, NLM, NIH, Bethesda, MD; 3Laboratory of Molecular Immunogenomics, NIAMS, NIH, Bethesda, MD

The predominant form of DNA in living cells is a right-handed double helix; however some DNA sequences under certain conditions have the potential to fold into non-B DNA structures such as triplex, left-handed Z-form, quadruplex, etc. These unusual DNA structures are of great interest: their stability under physiological conditions in vitro and the abundance of sequences with the propensity to form these structures in the genome, suggest that unusual DNA conformations could form in cells. While considered to be important in the regulation of physiological processes performing functions not achievable using conventional B-DNA, the very existence and distribution of non-B DNA conformations across the mammalian genome is still the matter of debate.

To map non-B DNA comprehensively across the whole genome, we combined potassium permanganate foot-printing with high-throughput sequencing. High-resolution mapping revealed the existence of many non-B DNA structures inside mouse and human cells. These unusual DNAs were temporally and locally associated with gene function and cell state.

We found that non-B DNA structures remodel nucleosomes positioning and have the capacity to serve as regulatory elements to the proper expression of many genes that control critical cellular processes. Formation of the non-B DNA structures within promoter of many oncogenes may play a role in the complex transcriptional regulation of these important genes, making them putatively amenable to specific drug targeting. These results demonstrate the abundance of unusual DNA structures in mammalian genomes and suggest their wide usage in a variety of DNA transactions. The presented investigation enables for the first time to elucidate in a biologically relevant context the mechanism(s) by which these structures can modulate the genome functioning.
INHIBITION OF G9A METHYLTRANSFERASE STIMULATES FETAL HEMOGLOBIN PRODUCTION BY FACILITATING LCR/β-GLOBIN LOOPING

Krivega, I.1,3, Byrnes, C.2,3, de Vasconcellos, J.F.2, Lee, Y.T.2, Kaushal, M.2, Dean, A.1, and Miller, J.L.2
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Globin gene expression undergoes developmental switching from embryonic (ε) through fetal (γ) to adult (δ and β) genes. Inherited mutations or deletions at the β-gene cause β-thalassemia. One of the most propitious strategies of treatment for the disease is forced switching from expression of the mutated β-globin gene to the unaffected fetal γ-globin gene in adult erythroid cells. Expression of globin genes is regulated by the upstream locus control region (LCR) enhancer. The LCR loops to globin genes utilizing the LDB1/GATA-1/TAL1/LMO2 protein complex (LDB1 complex). Additionally, histone-modifying enzymes play a significant role in regulation of globin gene expression. G9a methyltransferase, responsible for establishing H3K9me2 histone modification, is involved in repressing fetal and activating adult globin gene expression in mouse erythroid cells. Moreover, inhibition of G9a methyltransferase activity by the synthetic chemical compound UNC0638 activates γ- and represses β-globin gene expression in adult human hematopoietic precursor CD34(+) cells, but underlying mechanisms are unclear.

Human peripheral blood CD34(+) progenitor cells from three healthy adult donors were differentiated for 21 days in a three phase serum-free media system. Based upon dose titration studies, cells were treated with 1µM UNC0638 during the differentiation phase of culture (days 7-14) and compared to control cells grown without UNC0638. Inhibition of G9a methyltransferase activity caused activation of γ-globin and repression of β-globin gene expression without significant changes in α-globin gene expression or strong effect on cell differentiation. At the end of the culture period, cells treated with UNC0638 showed pan-cellular distribution of fetal hemoglobin constituting up to 30% of total hemoglobin.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation and chromosome conformation capture (3) assays were utilized to determine if the increase of fetal hemoglobin along with activation of γ-globin gene expression was associated with epigenetic modification of the β-globin locus. UNC0638 treatment caused widespread loss of H3K9me2 histone modification across the locus. G9a and LDB1 complex occupancy was significantly increased at the γ-globin gene and decreased at δ- and β-globin gene promoters. Mirroring differences in LDB1 complex occupancy, LCR/globin gene looping was changed from interaction with the β- to the γ-globin gene. Our findings demonstrate that G9a establishes conditions preventing activation of γ-globin genes during differentiation of adult erythroid cells, thereby favoring LCR looping to and activating the δ- and β-globin. In this view, G9a inhibition represents a promising approach for treatment of β-hemoglobinopathies.
RNA POLYMERASE I AS A CANCER THERAPEUTIC TARGET
Peltonen, K. 1, Colis, L. 2, Liu, H. 2, Sirajuddin, P. 2, Moubarek, M.S. 3, Bieberich, C.J. 3, Schneider, D. 4, and Laiho, M. 1, 2
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RNA polymerase I (Pol I) transcription is an intricately coordinated, compartmentalized transcriptional program. Ribosomal (r) DNA is transcribed by Pol I into a long 47S rRNA precursor, and processed through multiple steps to the 18S, 5.8S and 28S mature rRNAs in the nucleolus. The human genome has ~400 copies of the rDNA, of which ~50% are transcriptionally active. Of total cellular transcription, over 60% results from Pol I activity. Pol I transcription is robust, occurs at a high rate and responds to extracellular cues. Conventionally, studies on cancer pathway alterations are solely focused on RNA polymerase II (Pol II) -driven programs affected by cancer genome abnormalities. However, a prerequisite for the cancer cell is an increase in its ribosynthetic activity to support the increased needs for protein synthesis. Pol I transcription is pervasively deregulated in cancers by oncogenic signaling by ERK/Ras/Akt/PKB/mTOR/Myc and loss of repression by p53/pRB/ARF/PTEN. Yet, attempts to exploit Pol I as a clinically relevant target are almost non-existent and relevant intervention modalities are scarce. We have recently discovered a unique small molecule pyridoquinazolinecarboxamide (BMH-21) that causes Pol I transcription blocks, is broadly effective against many cancer cell types and is well tolerated in normal cells and in mouse (1). We show that the compound, BMH-21, has wide and potent anticancer activity across NCI60 cancer cell lines and represses tumor growth in vivo in cancer xenograft and genetically modified mouse cancer models. BMH-21 binds GC-rich sequences, present at high frequency in the rDNA gene, and potently and rapidly represses Pol I transcription. Using a fully reconstituted transcription assay for Pol I we show that BMH-21 directly causes Pol I pausing and reduces Pol I elongation kinetics. Strikingly, we find that BMH-21 causes proteasome-dependent destruction of RPA194, the large catalytic subunit of Pol I complex, and that this correlates with cancer cell killing. We have proposed that BMH-21 cancer selectivity depends on the deregulated Pol I transcription rates. Based on our data we hypothesize that Pol I is highly vulnerable to elongation stress and to polymerase pileups due to BMH-21 binding to rDNA, which activate a checkpoint leading to the degradation of RPA194. In support, we show here that blocking of transcription initiation by silencing the Pol I preinitiation complex factors rescues RPA194 expression in BMH-21-treated cancer cells. We have further addressed the stability of the Pol I complex. We show that depletion of specific Pol I complex proteins leads to loss of RPA194 indicating that Pol I complex stability is also influenced by intrinsic factors. Our results show that Pol I activity is under proteasome-mediated control, which reveals an unexpected therapeutic opportunity. These findings strongly promote the rational of Pol I targeting and specifically, BMH-21 activity-based small molecules for testing as potential cancer therapies.
GENOME-WIDE FUNCTIONS OF POLYCOMB COMPLEXES REGULATE PERVERSIVE TRANSCRIPTION

Lee, H.-G.¹, Schwartz, Y.B.², Kahn, T.G.², Simcox, A.³, and Pirrotta, V.¹

¹Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Department, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ; ²Molecular Biology Department, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; ³Molecular Genetics Department, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

Polycomb Group (PcG) complexes PRC1 and PRC2 are well known for silencing specific developmental genes. PRC2 is a methyltransferase targeting histone H3K27 and producing H3K27me3, essential for stable silencing. Less well known but quantitatively much more important is the genome-wide role of PRC2 that dimethylates ~70% of total H3K27. We show that H3K27me2 occurs in inverse proportion to transcriptional activity in most non-PcG target genes and intergenic regions. Surprisingly, its loss results in global transcriptional derepression proportionally greatest in silent or weakly transcribed intergenic and genic regions accompanied by increase of H3K27ac and H3K4me1. H3K27me2 levels are governed by opposing roaming activities of PRC2 and the H3K27 demethylase dUTX complexes. H3K27me2 therefore sets a threshold that prevents random, unscheduled transcription all over the genome and limits the activity of even highly transcribed genes. PRC1-type complexes also have global roles. Unexpectedly, we find a pervasive distribution of histone H2A ubiquitylated at lysine 118 (H2AK118ub) outside of canonical PcG target regions, which is mostly produced by a new variant PRC1 complex involving L(3)73Ah, a homolog of mammalian PCGF3.
HIGHLY EFFICIENT CRISPR/CAS9-MEDIATED TAR CLONING OF GENES AND CHROMOSOMAL LOCI FROM COMPLEX GENOMES IN YEAST
Lee N.C., Larionov V., and Kouprina N.
Developmental Therapeutics Branch, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Transformation-Associated Recombination (TAR) is a yeast \((S.\ cerevisiae)\) based cloning method, used to selectively isolate large DNA segments from complex genomes. DNA fragments, ranging from full-length genes that include distal enhancer and native promoters to very large genomic loci up to 250kb in length. In the decade since this protocol was developed, it has been use in functional, structural and comparative genomics. However wide spread use of this protocol has been impeded by the low capture efficiency (0.5-2%) of chromosomal region during yeast transformation, necessitating large, laborious screens of hundreds of colonies to obtain a single gene positive clone. In turn, to obtain sufficient number of colonies for these large screens, extremely competent yeast cells \((10^{10} \text{ cfu/ } \mu \text{g plasmid DNA})\) had to be prepared. Preparation of such competent cells is both a lengthy and complicated procedure.

Cas9 is a family of bacterial, RNA-guided, double-stranded DNA endonucleases employed by type II CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) systems. DNA target specificity of Cas9 is encoded by a 20 bp guide sequence located on the 5’ terminal of the gRNA, a small synthetic chimera of mature crRNA and tracrRNA, which is bound by Cas9. Target sequence recognition is mediated by RNA–DNA base pairing between the gRNA to the DNA target and an adjacent downstream DNA motif (NGG), the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). The 5’ terminus of the gRNA can be cheaply and quickly modified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with synthetic oligomers. Hence the Cas9 nuclease can be easily ‘programed’ to cleave any ~20 bp sequence downstream of a PAM motif within complex genomes. It is thus not surprising that Cas9 has rapidly gained prominence in the field of genome editing.

Here, we demonstrate that pre-treatment of genomic DNA with CRISPR-Cas9 nucleases, which generates double-strand breaks near the terminal ends of the targeted region, results in a dramatic increase in the fraction of gene-positive colonies (from 2% to 32%). The implication of this new development is that far smaller colony screens can now isolate a clone with the desired chromosomal region. As fewer colonies (as few as 8 colonies) are needed, less competent yeast cell, made by less stringent protocol can be used. This added leeway makes the new TAR-CRISPR protocol easier to master and faster to use.

The use of such an improve TAR-CRIPSR protocol are many. The most obvious perhaps is the creation of a library of full length genes, each represented by a genomic copy containing its native regulatory elements. This library would lead to a significant advance in functional, structural and comparative genomics, in diagnostics, gene replacement, generation of animal models for human diseases and has a potential for gene therapy.
Non-coding DNA sequence variation plays an important role in establishing molecular phenotypes. However, the underlying mechanisms whereby non-coding variants affect transcriptional regulation are poorly understood. We identified nucleotides capable of disrupting binding of transcription factors and deactivating enhancers if mutated (dubbed killer mutations or KMs) in HepG2 enhancers. On average, ~11% of enhancer positions are prone to KMs. A comparable number of enhancer positions are capable of creating de novo binding sites via a single-nucleotide mutation (dubbed restoration mutations or RSs). Both KM and RS positions are evolutionary conserved and tend to form clusters within an enhancer. The coordination and correlation between KMs and RSs indicate binding sites reordering in enhancer regions across individuals. Using a massively parallel reporter assay data to validate our predictions, we observed that KMs have the most deleterious effect on enhancer activity; by contrast, RSs have a smaller effect in increasing enhancer activity. By applying our framework to lymphoblastoid cell lines, we found that KMs underlie differential binding of transcription factors and differential local chromatin accessibility. The eQTLs associated with the tissue-specific genes are strongly enriched in fragile KM positions, which are likely to be the essential positions disturbing biological activity once mutated. In summary, we conclude that the fragile KMs have the greatest impact on the level of gene expression and are likely to be the causal variants of tissue-specific gene expression and disease predisposition.
FIRST LONGITUDINAL EPIGENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY OF PRE- AND POST-HIV INFECTED SUBJECTS
Limou, S.1, Nelson, G.W.2, Binns-Roemer, E.1, Li, J.2, Elloumi, F.2, Goedert, J.J.3, and Winkler, C.A.1
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For nearly 25 years, extensive genetic and genomic association studies have revealed essential host factors for HIV control and disease progression, which notably led to the development of a new class of antiretroviral inhibitors (CCR5-D32 association and CCR5 antagonists). Overall, the identified associations account for ~20% of the phenotypic variance suggesting that other factors are yet to be discovered. Epigenetic mechanisms are key regulators of gene expression that are not coded by DNA primary sequence and can impact complex diseases. Here, we evaluated for the first time whether HIV-1 infection modifies the host epigenome DNA methylation patterns. For that, we recruited 19 untreated HIV-infected individuals from the DC Gay cohort with longitudinal follow-up and PBMC samples available from pre-infection, early post-infection (<12 months), post-infection during clinical latency and post-infection at or near the inflection point. Following DNA and RNA extraction from the 80 PBMC samples, DNA was bisulfite-converted and genotyped with the Illumina Infinium Human Methylation 450 arrays, covering over 485,000 methylation sites across the genome. After normalizing the data, we compared the DNA methylation profiles of pre-infection vs. post-infection samples adjusting for batch effect, age, stage of infection and cell composition. Our preliminary analysis revealed that host genome DNA methylation profile is impacted by HIV-1 infection and highlighted several significantly differentially methylated sites (P<10^{-7}, FDR<0.05). Most genes where these differentially methylated sites are located have an immune-related function or were previously shown to interact with HIV-1 proteins (MX1, TNFAIP8, PARP9, and IFI44L genes in the top 5 hits). In conclusion, we have established a unique collection of samples representing pre-infection and post-infection timepoints, which allows for detection of DNA methylation changes within an individual and between individuals following HIV infection and during the HIV-1 infection course. This first epigenome-wide association study conducted in HIV-infected subjects has identified targets of epigenetic modifications by HIV. Our report therefore indicates that the exploration of host epigenetic mechanisms opens a new promising avenue for discovery of critical host factors interacting with the virus that might be leveraged for translation to drug or vaccine development.
EPIGENETIC UPREGULATION OF METALLOTHIONEIN 2A BY Diallyl Trisulfide Enhances Chemotherapeutic Sensitivity of Human Gastric Cancer Cells to Docetaxel Through Attenuating NF-κB Activation

Lin, S.1, Pan, Y.2, Xing, R.2, Cui, J.2, Li, W.2, Gao, J.4, Shen, L.4, Wang, J.M.3, Huang, J.1,3, and Lu, Y.2

1College of Life Sciences & Bioengineering, School of Science, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, China; 2Laboratory of Molecular Oncology, Key Laboratory of Carcinogenesis and Translational Research (Ministry of Education), Peking University Cancer Hospital /Institute, Beijing, China; 3Laboratory of Molecular Immunoregulation, Cancer and Inflammation Program, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Frederick, MD; 4Key laboratory of Carcinogenesis and Translational Research (Ministry of Education), Department of GI Oncology, Peking University School of Oncology, Peking Cancer Hospital, Beijing, China

Aims: MT2A and NF-κB are both involved in carcinogenesis and chemosensitivity. We previously showed decreased expression of metallothionein 2A (MT2A) and IκB-α associated with poor prognosis of GC patients. The present study investigated the effect of diallyl trisulfide (DATS), a garlic-derived compound, and docetaxel, on regulation and function of MT2A in relation to NF-κB in GC cells.

Results: DATS attenuated NF-κB signaling in GC cells, resulting in G2/M cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, which culminated in the inhibition of cell proliferation and tumorigenesis in nude mice. The anti-GC effect of DATS was attributable to its capacity to mediate epigenetic upregulation of MT2A, which, in turn, enhanced transcriptional activity of IκB-α to suppress NF-κB activation in GC cells. Combination of DATS with docetaxel exhibited a synergistic anti-GC activity accompanied by MT2A upregulation and NF-κB inactivation. Histopathologic analysis of GC specimens from patients showed a significant increase in MT2A expression following docetaxel treatment. GC Patients with high MT2A expression at posttreatment showed significantly improved response to chemotherapy and prolonged survival compared with those with low MT2A expression in tumor.

Innovation and Conclusion: We conclude that DATS exerts its anti-GC activity and enhances chemosensitivity of GC to docetaxel by epigenetic upregulation of MT2A to attenuate NF-κB signaling. Our findings delineate a mechanistic basis of MT2A/NF-κB signaling for DATS- and docetaxel-mediated anti-GC effect, suggesting that MT2A may be a chemosensitivity indicator in GC patients receiving docetaxel-based treatment, and a promising target for effective treatment of GC by combination of DATS and DOC.
THE CHROMOSOME PASSENGER COMPLEX IS CONVERTED FROM A DESTROYER TO A PROTECTOR OF COHESION BY RECRUITMENT OF SGO1

Liu, L.¹, Kestner, C.A.¹, Sarkeshik, A.², Yates III, J.R.², Foltz, D.R.¹, and Stukenberg, P.T.¹
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The Chromosome Passenger Complex (CPC) removes cohesion from chromosome arms but is enriched at centromeres where cohesion is maintained through metaphase. We identified the cohesion regulator RBMX in biochemical purifications of CPC bound to mitotic chromatin. Depletion of RBMX mislocalized CPC, Bub1, Sgo1 and two histone marks (H2ApT120 and H3pT3) that are required to localize CPC from centromeres. Each of these events was rescued by targeting Aurora-B to centromeres. The premature sister chromatid separation caused by depletion of RBMX was rescued by targeting Aurora-B to centromeres. Aurora-B not only removes cohesion from the arms but we found it also protected centromeric cohesion. Targeting Sgo1 to centromere partially rescued the loss of centromeric cohesion seen in cells depleted of Aurora B activity and Aurora-B regulated the recruitment of Sgo1 to centromeres in a chromosome autonomous manner. Together these results reveal that RBMX recruits the CPC to centromeres where Aurora-B protects centromeric cohesion by regulating centromeric levels of Sgo1. We provide a model based on self-organizing principles for how the Sgo1 protein converts the CPC from a protein
SIN3 controls histone acetylation through association with the RPD3 histone deacetylase. Our laboratory has found that a histone H3K4 demethylase named LID also co-immunoprecipitates with SIN3. These results indicate that SIN3 may regulate histone methylation in addition to acetylation. To test this possibility, we analyzed global histone methylation levels in S2 cells. Loss of SIN3 led to a small increase in H3K4me3 levels. In cells with already compromised histone methylation, altering SIN3 expression led to a larger effect in regulation of the level of this mark. These data support earlier findings from our laboratory and others suggesting that SIN3 controls histone methylation. SAM synthetase (SAM-S) generates the major methyl donor SAM. To understand how SIN3 affects this modification, we performed differential gene expression analysis in Sin3A knockdown, Sam-S knockdown and Sin3A+Sam-S knockdown cells by RNA-seq. We found that expression of some methionine metabolic genes, but not major histone methyltransferases or demethylases, was regulated by SIN3. To explore whether SIN3 regulates methionine metabolic intermediates, we measured the amount of metabolites in RNAi-treated cells. We observed that loss of SIN3 led to increased SAM levels. Taken together, these interesting data indicate that SIN3 regulates histone methylation via influencing levels of the methionine metabolic enzymes to control SAM levels. To further investigate how SIN3 regulates the methionine pathway, we are measuring histone modification levels at methionine metabolic genes in RNAi-treated cells by ChIP-qPCR. Results from these analyses are anticipated to provide insight into the cross-talk between histone acetylation and methylation as well as the connection between metabolism and epigenetics.
The long term goal of our research is to understand the cellular and molecular mechanisms that regulate brain tumor malignancy. Cell subsets isolated from glioblastoma (GBM) have the capacity to grow as spheres (i.e. neurospheres) and efficiently propagate tumors in xenograft models, reflecting a stem-like, self-renewing and tumor-propagating phenotype. Furthermore, GBM stem-like cells have been shown to maintain tumor growth, contribute to resistance, and there is strong evidence suggesting their role in tumor recurrence. Characterizing the basic mechanisms driving this phenotype will allow us to identify new therapeutic targets and treatment strategies. Cell fate determination and phenotype reprogramming are complex and dynamic processes that involve epigenetic mechanisms and differentially regulated coding and non-coding RNAs. We recently showed that the coordinated actions of Oct4 and Sox2 induce a tumor-propagating stem-like state in GBM cells via a mechanism involving direct DNMT promoter transactivation, DNA methylation, and methylation-dependent repression of multiple miRNAs. However, how specific epigenetic changes contribute to the acquisition and/or maintenance of the cancer stem-like phenotype remains unclear. This study focuses on understanding the cross-talk between specific DNA methylation events, miRNA expression and regulation, and the GBM-propagating stem cell phenotype. We show that miR-296-5p expression is repressed in a DNA methylation-dependent manner under conditions that promote GBM cell stemness and that forced expression of miR-296-5p inhibits self-renewal capacity of GBM neurosphere cells in vitro and the growth of neurosphere-derived glioma xenografts in vivo. Additionally, we identify the chromatin remodeling protein HMGA1 as downstream effector of miR-296-5p action in the context of GBM stem-like cells. These results show that miR-296-5p regulate chromatin architecture by targeting HMGA1 and that the miR-296-5p:HMGA1 axis as a novel regulator of the GBM stem cell phenotype and a candidate pathway for targeted therapies directed at depleting tumors of their tumor-propagating stem cell subsets.
DEFINING THE ACTIVE REGULATORY ELEMENT LANDSCAPE UPON ACTIVATION OF B CELLS
Mathé, E., Kieffer-Kwon, K., Nelson, S., Nimura, K., and Casellas R.
Laboratory of Molecular Immunogenomics, NIAMS, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Transcriptional regulation involves a complex interplay between regulatory elements (REs), such as promoters and enhancers, that carry unique combinations of histone marks, DNA methylation, and transcription factors. Recently, by comparing the RE landscape in embryonic stem cells and activated B cells, we demonstrated that the enhancer landscape varies greatly across tissues, even for broadly transcribed genes. The underlying features of REs upon activation of B lymphocytes, including histone modifications, methylation, and transcription factor binding, is yet to be characterized.

In this study, we used DNaseI-seq to define the location of REs in resting and activated B cells. To further complete the map of the active regulatory landscape in each cell type, we overlaid whole genome single-base resolution methylation, histone modifications, ChIP-seq of lymphocyte-related transcription factors, and digital footprinting onto the REs. The function of these REs was assessed by measuring levels of transcriptionally engaged PolII using GRO-seq. By focusing on REs that are gained upon B cell activation, we are able to better understand when and how the overall increase in gene expression occurs.

Of particular interest, we observe that the activity in enhancers, as measured by H3K27Ac, is increased upon activation. This observation suggests that the gain of enhancers is contributing to the transcriptome amplification observed upon B cell activation. Further characterization of these enhancers using transcription factor recruitment and methylation will be presented here.
THE ROLE OF THE LINKER HISTONE IN GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTOR TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVATION

Milliman, E.J.¹, Ward, J.², and Archer, T.K.¹
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Nuclear Hormone Receptors (NHR) are a large family of ligand-dependent transcription factors. Upon activation of NHRs by ligand binding, NHRs bind to sequence-specific DNA elements, called hormone response elements (HRE). NHRs act as a nucleation point for the recruitment of a myriad of co-activators complexes. The recruitment of these complexes remodel the local chromatin environment allowing productive transcription. The linker histone (histone H1) is a small basic protein that resides at the entry/exit points of DNA wrapped around the core histone particle. Histone H1 helps to stabilize nucleosome positions by restricting their movement on the DNA. Traditionally linker histones are regarded as a repressive protein to transcription. We have found that depletion of the histone H1 variant H1.4 allows for faster activation of Glucocorticoid Receptor (GR) target genes by qPCR. Yet, there is no effect on the repression of GR-repressed target genes. We have now set out to address the specific roles of histone H1.4 shaping chromatin architecture during hormone treatment. ChIP-seq of GR +/- depletion of H1.4 shows that 25-30% of binding sites are different between the two conditions after exposure to Dexamethasone (a GR agonist) for 1 hr. Furthermore, using the Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using Sequencing (ATAC-seq), we have assayed chromatin state with and without depletion of histone H1.4. Preliminary data suggests that depletion of H1.4 reduces the number of nucleosome free regions across the genome. Overall, our data suggest that H1.4 has a role in the transcriptional response by the glucocorticoid receptor and that this may occur at the level of GR binding site selection.
A HISTONE MODIFYING ENZYME GENE SIGNATURE IN LUNG TUMORS FROM AFRICAN AMERICANS
Mitchell, K.A., Zingone, A., and Ryan, B.M.
Laboratory of Human Carcinogenesis, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Background and Hypothesis: Lung cancer is the second most common cancer in the U.S. and the leading cause of cancer-related death. African Americans (AA) have the highest lung cancer incidence and mortality rates when compared to any other population. When controlling for access to care the disparity in mortality is dramatically reduced. However, the disparity in incidence persists and is driven primarily by differences between AA and European American (EA) men. Smoking is the strongest risk factor for lung cancer development. However, the prevalence of both smoking and heavy smoking is lower among AA. Although most AA choose menthol cigarettes, a recent study has shown menthol cigarette smokers have a lower incidence of lung cancer compared with their non-menthol cigarette smoking counterparts. In addition, a large study of never smokers demonstrated that AA still had a higher incidence of lung cancer. Combined, these data suggest that smoking alone does not primarily account for the observations seen in AA. These findings led us to consider other biological determinants of lung cancer disparities. We hypothesize the molecular and biological phenotype of lung cancer differs in AA compared to EA.

Study Design and Methods: The transcriptome of 66 matched tissues from the NCI-MD Case-Control Study were profiled using Affymetric Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Arrays. Differentially expressed genes were identified and validated using TCGA RNA-Seq data. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis and Connectivity Mapping were also carried out. Population-specific cell lines were used to perform preliminary in vitro screens to test in silico drug response predictions.

Results and Conclusions: Principal component analysis of gene expression data revealed tumor and non-involved tissues segregated independently in both AA and EA populations. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering supported this finding. Approximately 1,000 genes were differentially expressed in AA only. Genes upregulated in breast, prostate, and endometrial tumors from AA more than EA, were similarly upregulated in lung tumors from AA when compared to EA (e.g. PSPHL). Gene Set Enrichment Analysis highlighted different enrichment profiles in AA and EA. Specifically, histone modifying enzyme gene signatures were present in lung tumors and normal tissues from AA and not EA. Connectivity mapping analysis and Entinostat treatment strongly suggest that AA and EA lung cancers have differential susceptibility to a group of anti-cancer drugs termed HDAC inhibitors.

Relevance and Importance: By understanding the biological factors that contribute to cancer health disparities, steps can be made to reduce or limit the consequences of these disparities. This study provides evidence for a distinct tumor biology in AA and EA. This may allow for more precise diagnoses, improved drug efficacy with fewer side effects, and molecular targeting for responsive patients.
INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF HIGH RESOLUTION DNA METHYLATION PROFILES IN DIFFERENTIATED MOUSE PRIMARY DERMAL KERATINOCYTES AND FIBROBLASTS
Chatterjee, R., Mukherjee, S., He, X., Tillo, D., and Vinson, C.
Laboratory of Metabolism, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Methyl CGs has been previously shown to produce DNA binding sites challenging the prevailing concept of methylation of CG islands as a gene silencer. Recent studies by other groups are following up with more compelling studies that evinces methylation can be associated with both reduced and increased expression of genes. We have previously generated genome-wide cytosine methylation maps at 91X and 36X coverage of newborn female mouse primary dermal fibroblasts and keratinocytes. We now present a high resolution genome wide DNA methylation map of female differentiated dermal fibroblasts (to adipocytes) and keratinocytes. This reveals increase in hypomethylated regions (HMRs) in differentiated keratinocytes (covering 2.91% of genome in undifferentiated to 3.21% in differentiated ones) while 2.58% regions of the genome being commonly shared, the differentiation specific HMRs were 0.63% of the genome (12,925 regions). HMRs were found to be decreased in fibroblasts when differentiated to adipocytes (2.15% of the genome in undifferentiated to 1.75% in differentiated), sharing 1.57% of common genomic regions whereas about 0.18% (8,710) regions being specific to differentiation which was about 3.5 fold lower compared to the differentiated keratinocytes. The data was also compared with mRNA-seq gene expression data.

Fibroblasts and keratinocytes has been an important cellular model for understanding the epithelial-mesenchymal transition particularly in understanding cancer progression. This high-resolution methylation map of both undifferentiated and differentiated primary dermal cells may serve as reference methylomes for future studies.
SPT6 INTERACTS WITH WHSC1 DURING TRANSCRIPTION ELONGATION IN INTERFERON-STIMULATED GENES

Nehru, V.¹, Sarai, N.¹, Nimura, K.², Debrosse, M.¹, Patel, M.C.¹, Tamura, T.³, Ura, K.², and Ozato, K.¹
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One of the pivotal steps in transcription regulation in the eukaryotes is the transcriptional elongation. In the past, many different factors involved in transcription elongation have been identified via traditional genetic and biochemical studies. However, recent advances in the genome-wide analysis and single-molecule technologies have changed our in-depth understanding of the importance and roles of these factors.

In the present study, we show that the histone methyltransferase WHSC1 (Wolf-Hirshhorn syndrome candidate 1, also known as NSD2 or MMSET) interacts with SPT6, and is necessary for SPT6 recruitment to interferon (IFN) stimulated genes (ISGs). The SPT6 (Suppressor of Ty6) is a histone chaperone specific for H3 and H4 and a transcription elongation factor, involved in the elongation process by binding to the elongating form of RNA polymerase II (Pol II). We investigated SPT6 recruitment in several ISGs in the mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) from the wild type (WT) and Whsc1-/- mice. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) analysis revealed that SPT6 is rapidly recruited to ISGs in response to IFN stimulation. Occupancy of SPT6 on ISGs highly correlated with that of Pol II-2P. Interestingly, SPT6 recruitment to IFN-stimulated genes was strongly inhibited in Whsc1-/- MEF cells. Our data indicates that, WHSC1 recruits SPT6 to facilitate transcriptional elongation of IFN stimulated genes.
ADJUSTING INFINIUM METHYLATION PROFILES TO SUPPRESS SIGNALS FROM VARYING CELL PROPORTION

Nelson, G.W.1, Binns, E.2, Limou, S.2, and Winkler, C.A.2
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Methylation data ideally are generated from a single cell type, but often for practical reasons a mixture of cells is used. A well-studied case involves the use of mixed peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). The R package minfi includes a function estimate CellCounts—implementing an algorithm developed by Housman et al.1—that takes a methylation profile from mixed blood cells and returns estimates of the frequencies of common blood cell types in the sample. These estimates are then available for use as confounding covariates in analyses of methylation changes.

However, adjustment for cell composition as a confounding factor may not always be a useful strategy. In the case of HIV infection, one of the strongest markers of disease progression is the loss of CD4+ T cells. This change of cell composition will have a strong tendency to confound the analysis due to a loss of methylation markers characteristic of these cells. But also since CD4 count variation will be a primary component of cell composition variation, it will be a dominant component of the correction for cell composition, so this correction will tend to hide methylation changes associated with disease.

We therefore propose and construct an alternate correction strategy. The minfi package analysis is based on an extensive Infinium data set from multiple blood cell types. Given the estimated cell composition for each sample, we subtract the cell profile methylation markers from each sample, proportional to the presence of that cell type in the mixed sample. This removes the cell marker variation that potentially confounds the association analysis due to varying cell frequencies. With confounding signals of cell type removed, we can omit correcting for cell composition in the association analysis. Assuming that the methylation markers of disease progression are different from the cell type markers (if they are not there is no hope of observing them, with mixed cell samples, in any case) we may observe the change of these markers with AIDS disease progression, and may use CD4 composition as a measure of this progression.

OPPOSITE EFFECTS OF HISTONE H1 AND HMGN5 PROTEIN ON DISTANT COMMUNICATION IN CHROMATIN

Nizovtseva, E.V.1,2,*, Polikanov, Y.S.2,3,*, Kulaeva, O.I.1,4, Clouvelin, N.5, Postnikov, Y.6, Dimitrov, S.7, Bustin, M.6, Olson, W.5, and Studitsky, V.M.1,2,8
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Transcriptional enhancers in the cell nuclei can interact with the target promoters in cis over long stretches of chromatin, but the mechanism of this communication remains unknown. Previously we have developed a defined in vitro system for quantitative analysis of the rate of distant enhancer-promoter communication (EPC) and have shown that the chromatin fibers maintain efficient EPC over large distances in cis. Here we show that all core histone “tails” contribute to efficient EPC. In contrast, the presence of linker histone H1 results in less efficient EPC; both N-terminal and C-terminal domains of H1 contribute to the inhibition. The negative effect of histone H1 on EPC is counteracted by the HMGN5 protein. Our work suggests that the chromatin fiber is a highly dynamic, efficient communication device that can maintain a high level of DNA compaction during EPC. We have uncovered the mechanisms of highly efficient EPC in chromatin and identified the likely key players (such as histone N-terminal tails and possibly their modifications, linker histones and HMGN5 protein) that strongly affect the rate of EPC in chromatin. More generally, our data suggest that EPC could constitute a novel regulated step during gene expression in eukaryotes.
The spatial organization of nucleosomes in 30-nm fibers remains unknown in detail. To address this issue, we analyzed all stereochemically possible configurations of two-start nucleosome fibers with short DNA linkers $L = 10 \text{ - } 50 \text{ bp}$ (nucleosome repeat length $NRL = 157 \text{ - } 197 \text{ bp}$). Four superhelical parameters – inclination of nucleosomes, twist, rise and diameter – uniquely describe a uniform symmetric fiber. The energy of a fiber is defined as the sum of four terms: elastic energy of the linker DNA, steric repulsion, electrostatics and a phenomenological (H4 tail - acidic patch) interaction between two stacked nucleosomes. By optimizing the fiber energy with respect to the superhelical parameters, we found two types of topological transition in fibers. The first transition is characterized by change in the DNA linking number, $\Delta Lk = 1$, and the second one by $\Delta Lk = 2$. To the best of our knowledge, this topological polymorphism of the two-start fibers was not reported in the computations published earlier. Importantly, the optimal configurations of the fibers with linkers $L = 10n$ and $10n+5$ bp are topologically different. Our results are consistent with experimental observations, such as the inclination 60-70° (the angle between the nucleosomal disks and the fiber axis), helical rise, diameter and left-handedness of the fibers. In addition, we make several testable predictions, among them existence of different degree of DNA supercoiling in the fibers with $L = 10n$ and $10n+5$ bp, different flexibility of the two types of fibers, and a correlation between the local NRL and the level of transcription in different parts of the yeast genome. We argue that our results are directly related to the mechanism of gene regulation by means of the formation of enhancer or gene loops proposed in the literature. We have developed a multi-scale computer model which enables us to simulate arbitrary arrays of nucleosomes in the presence of enhancers, topoisomerases, and other type of chromatin remodeling processes.
Genome-wide nucleosome maps for yeast have revealed that nucleosomes are regularly spaced and show a global phasing relative to the transcription start site (TSS). In addition, most genes have a nucleosome-depleted region (NDR) at the promoter. We have addressed the roles of four different chromatin remodeling complexes in nucleosome organization in vivo: ISW1, ISW2, CHD1 and the essential RSC complex. We constructed strains with the essential RSC8 gene under the control of the GAL promoter and isw1, isw2 or chd1 null mutations in all possible combinations in the same genetic background. In the absence of RSC we confirmed that all the nucleosomes shift towards the TSS with consequent narrowing and filling in of the NDR with no change in nucleosome spacing, which is maintained at ~165 bp. Others have shown that the combined action of ISW1 and CHD1 is required to maintain nucleosome phasing. Here, we confirm this observation and show that nucleosome spacing in the isw1 mutant is reduced on average by 5 bp, to ~160 bp whereas the chd1 mutant shows little change. A more detailed analysis revealed that the absence of Isw1 or Chd1 has different effects on distinct groups of genes. In contrast, the isw2 mutant does not show any obvious changes in global chromatin structure but there are effects on a small group of genes. The chromatin organization in the multiple mutants agree with the effects observed in the single mutants, indicating that these remodeling complexes have specific functions in chromatin organization. We propose that RSC determines the position of the +1 nucleosome, which is then used as a reference nucleosome by CHD1 and ISW1 to build nucleosomal arrays on genes.
SUMOylation regulates a wide range of essential cellular functions, many of which are associated with activities in the nucleus. There is also emerging evidence for the involvement of SUMO at intracellular membranes, however, the functional significance of SUMOylation and its regulation at membranes remain largely unexplored. To study the role of SUMO regulation at intracellular membranes, our lab focuses on characterizing the specific location and functions of SUMO proteases, collectively known as SENPs. We hypothesize that the association of SUMO proteases with intracellular membranes specifically regulates the dynamic SUMOylation of membrane-associated proteins. Consistent with this hypothesis, we have discovered that SENP2, one of the six SUMO proteases present in mammalian cells, uniquely binds to intracellular membranes. Using immunofluorescence microscopy, we initially observed that SENP2 colocalizes with the nuclear lamina, suggesting an association with the inner nuclear membrane. Through primary sequence analysis and secondary structural predictions we discovered that SENP2 has an N-terminal amphipathic alpha helix with the potential to function as an in-plane membrane anchor. Mutational analyses followed by localization and subcellular fractionation studies showed that the amphipathic helix promotes SENP2-membrane association. Analysis of specific SENP2 mutants revealed that the amphipathic helix is able to target SENP2 not only to the inner nuclear membrane, but also to ER and golgi membranes. Consistent with our findings, SENP2 was found to interact with a subset of nuclear and cytoplasmic membrane-associated proteins using mass spectrometry-based approaches. Collectively, our results indicate that SENP2 interacts directly with intracellular membranes and has the potential to regulate the SUMOylation of a wide-range of membrane-associated proteins. Further characterization of the functions and regulation of SUMOylation of membrane-associated proteins will contribute to our understanding of membrane biology and the advancement of therapeutics for a variety of associated diseases.
POLYCOMB AND TRITHORAX COMPLEXES CONTROL EPIGENETIC MEMORY OF T HELPERS CELLS

Onodera, A., Hirahara, K., and Nakayama, T.
Department of Immunology, Graduate School of Medicine, Chiba University, Japan

Immune system is regulated not only by immune system-specific pathways but also by general cellular memory mechanisms such as histone modifications and DNA methylation. We focused on Trithorax (TrxG) and Polycomb (PcG) complexes, which are known as active and repressive epigenetic regulators, respectively, and investigated their roles in T helper (Th) cell function. First, we found that a TrxG complex component Menin was required for the long-term maintenance of the expression of the majority of Th2-specific genes in developed Th2 cells whereas it was dispensable for Th1 and Th2 cell differentiation. Menin was indispensable for Th17 cell differentiation as it controls IL-17A expression via binding to the Il17a gene locus and recruiting the RNA polymerase II (RNAPII). In contrast to the TrxG complexes, inactivation of Ezh2, a member of PcG complexes, was found to specifically enhance Th1 and Th2 cell differentiation and plasticity. Ezh2 directly bound and facilitated correct expression of Tbx21 and Gata3 in differentiating Th1 and Th2 cells, accompanied by substantial trimethylation at H3K27me3. We also performed in vivo analysis using mouse asthma models and revealed that airway inflammation was positively and negatively regulated by TrxG and PcG proteins, respectively. Finally, using ChIP-seq analysis, we found that different combinations of Ezh2 and Menin occupancy were associated with expression of specific functional gene groups important for T cell development. Functional relevance of Ezh2 and Menin co-occupancy in ES cells seemed to be different from that in T cells. In summary, our study demonstrates that TrxG and PcG proteins orchestrates the cell differentiation and function by regulating both the induction and maintenance of target gene expression.
Brg1 is the catalytic component of the evolutionarily conserved SWI/SNF ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes that are required to disrupt histone-DNA contacts on the nucleosome. SWI/SNF enzymes play key roles in regulating the balance between differentiation and proliferation. As such, Brg1 has been shown to behave as a repressor or activator of cell proliferation. While the role of the SWI/SNF complex in the differentiation of different cell lineages has been extensively studied, its role in proliferation and cell survival is not as well understood. Muscle satellite cells constitute the stem cell pool that sustains and regenerates myofibers in adult skeletal muscle. In this work we showed that deletion of Brg1 in primary mouse muscle satellite cells cultured ex vivo leads to a cell proliferation defect and apoptosis. We postulated that Brg1 regulates the progression of cell cycle and cell survival by activating the transcription and controlling chromatin remodeling processes at the Pax7 promotor, which is expressed during somite development and is required for controlling viability of the satellite cell population. Significantly, reintroduction of catalytically active Brg1 or Pax7 into Brg1-deficient satellite cells was sufficient to reverse the apoptotic phenotype and restore proliferative capability. These data demonstrate that Brg1 functions as a positive regulator for cellular proliferation and survival of muscle satellite cells. Therefore the regulation of gene expression through Brg1-mediated chromatin remodeling is critical not just for skeletal muscle differentiation but for myoblast cell cycle progression as well.
INTERACTION OF FANCONI ANEMIA (FA) PROTEIN FANCD2 WITH GENOMIC INTERSTRAND CROSSLINKS (ICLs)
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Objective: Identification of DNA Damage Response (DDR) partners for ICL proximal and distal recruitment of FANCD2.

Methods: Laser/confocal microscopy to localize antigen tagged psoralen ICLs in the genome of living cells; the proximity ligation assay (PLA) to identify interactions between FANCD2, DDR proteins, and ICLs.

DNA adducts can trigger the DDR, in which many proteins are recruited to genomic chromatin in the vicinity of the damage and the same protein may have multiple partners and functions. The proteins include those engaged in repair, which are proximal to the lesion, while those involved in other pathways may be some distance from the damage. Currently it is not possible to distinguish lesion proximal from distal proteins. FA cells are hypersensitive to agents that form ICLs, and FA proteins are involved in the DDR following replication stress. The monoubiquitinated FA protein FANCD2 plays an important role in ICL repair during replication. We synthesized psoralens linked to the immunotag digoxigenin (Dig), and detected, by immunostaining of the tag, laser localized psoralen ICLs. We monitored the recruitment of DDR proteins to the ICLs and unexpectedly found that FANCD2 was a component of the DDR, and was important for ICL repair, in all phases of the cell cycle. By co immunoprecipitation and PLA we found novel interactions between FANCD2 and DDR proteins. We identified those protein partners important for ICL repair, used PLA to denote the partners required for recruitment of ICL proximal and distal FANCD2, and thus identified the fraction of FANCD2 involved in ICL repair.
Mammalian erythropoiesis is coordinated by a series of sequential events and precise regulation of a gene expression program. The Ldb1 complex, consisting of transcription factors Tal1 and Gata1, the Lim domain protein Lmo2, and bridging protein Ldb1, regulates expression of key genes during erythropoiesis. The transcriptional co-repressor Eto2 has been shown to associate with the Ldb1 complex to inhibit transcription of target genes. Mice lacking Eto2 exhibit decreased proliferation of hematopoietic stem cells and defective murine T-cell development, however, the role of Eto2 in erythropoiesis is unclear. We find an expansion of immature erythroid cells from the murine fetal liver at the expense of mature erythrocytes in Eto2 null animals. Similarly, human erythroid progenitor cells lacking Eto2 exhibit impaired erythroid differentiation. We also sought to characterize the role of Eto2 in human hemoglobin switching, the transition from expression of the fetal β-globin gene (g) to expression of the adult β-globin gene (b), which is of clinical importance for developing therapies for β hemoglobinopathies. We established a model of human hemoglobin switching using differentiating umbilical cord blood cells. These cells initially express g and “switch” to predominately express b. Using this model combined with shRNA depletion of Eto2, we demonstrate that Eto2 is a negative regulator of both g expression and hemoglobin switching. Finally, we show that Eto2 target genes have increased H3 acetylation in the absence of Eto2, suggesting that Eto2 regulates target gene expression through recruitment of histone deacetylases. Together, our data demonstrate that Eto2 is required for normal erythropoiesis in murine and human cells.
Animal cells undergo open mitosis, where nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD) allows microtubules emanating from centrosomes to connect to the duplicated chromosomes. At the end of mitosis, the nuclear envelope reforms around the segregated chromosomes, generating a single nucleus in each daughter cell. Polo-like kinase 1 (PLK-1) is a conserved kinase involved in multiple steps of mitosis and meiosis. However, a critical role in NEBD has yet to be shown. In C. elegans, complete inactivation of plk-1 gene function leads to a failure in meiotic progression. However, we observed that a partial inactivation of plk-1, using a temperature sensitive (ts) mutant allele grown at a semi-permissive temperature, led to the appearance of embryos with a pair of nuclei in each cell. In these embryos, both nuclear pore complexes (NPC) and the nuclear lamina persisted around the chromatin throughout mitosis, suggesting a defect in NEBD. Normally, following fertilization, the maternal and paternal pronuclei meet, their nuclear envelopes disassemble and their chromosomes align on a single metaphase plate. In plk-1 ts embryos, however, after fertilization the nuclear envelopes of the maternal and paternal nuclei failed to disassemble completely, forming two distinct nuclei attached to each other. Interestingly, failure in NEBD did not prevent progression through mitosis in early embryonic cells. Rather, the maternal and paternal nuclei underwent separate mitoses, creating daughter cells with paired nuclei. We hypothesized that the defect in NEBD in plk-1 cells is due to defect in disassembly of one of more NE components. If that were the case, then a reduction in NE components by RNAi would facilitate NEBD and re-establish the formation of a single nucleus in plk-1 cells. Indeed, we found that a reduction in certain NE components, such as, Nup98, Nup107, Nup35, suppressed the paired-nuclei phenotype of plk-1 cells. Whether these are direct PLK-1 phosphorylation targets is under investigation. This study is the first demonstration of an involvement of PLK-1 in NEBD in an intact organism.
Chromatin in eukaryotes is the convergent platform of controlling gene expression. The organization of chromatin is mediated by genetic factors and epigenetic regulators. Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) is epigenetic complex of transcription regulatory that represses gene expression by acting on chromatin. There is little mechanistic insight into how PRC1 is assembled on native nucleosomes. Here we investigate the assembly of PRC1 on native nucleosomes by using single molecule fluorescence TIRF microscopy. In this procedure, PRC1 subunit fused with fluorescence protein was stably and inducibly expressed in ES cell line lack of PRC1 gene. Native PRC1-nucleosome complexes were purified from these cell lines and immobilized on the coverslip with antibody against either histone protein or PRC1 subunit. The quantity of the PRC1 proteins on native mononucleosome was counted at the single molecular level by using TIRF microscopy. Our results indicate that the number of PRC1 complex on native mononucleosome does not correspond to the number of histone tails of mononucleosome. We also reveal that differentiation of ES cells induces alteration of density of PRC1 on nucleosomes. Thus, our findings provide new insights to mechanisms of how PRC1 complexes act on chromatin.
Prevailing thoughts regarding the nuclear domain known as the Cajal body (CB) propose a reactionary, passive region which catalyzes the biogenesis of small nucle(o)lar RNAs (sn(o)RNAs) and recycling of essential spliceosomal components after splicing. This domain, which is primarily found in aneuploid transformed cells, is known to specifically form at sites of small RNA transcription and has been observed to interact with several classes of snRNA genes. We hypothesized that CBs may cluster small RNA genes from several chromosomes simultaneously, as well as histone genes through the physically associated Histone locus body, providing an optimized environment for target RNA production and spliceosome assembly. Here, we examined the non-random positioning of CBs, major nuclear bodies involved in efficient spliceosomal assembly, and their role in human genome organization.

We find that CBs are predominantly located at the periphery of chromosome territories at the interface of multiple chromosomes. Genome-wide chromatin conformation capture analysis (4C-seq) revealed that CB-associated regions are enriched in highly expressed genes, including histone loci, and all categories of small U RNA loci. CB-associated genes form inter-chromosomal gene clusters in the 3D space. Analysis of the CB associated with chromosome 1 showed that the CB is necessary for configuring the entire chromosome into a rosette-like structure which envelopes the CB. RNAi-mediated disassembly of CBs leads to a substantial disruption of the CB-targeting gene clusters and widespread suppression of small U RNA and histone genes. We also observed discrete changes in gene expression and global increase in splicing noise even outside of the CB-proximal genomic regions.

We conclude that CBs are not passive byproducts of specific gene activity, but play an active role in organizing the genome in 3D, likely to accelerate snRNA processing steps but also to influence the expression and splicing of RNA pol II-driven genes in Cajal body proximal regions.
SYSTEMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF GENOME POSITIONING FACTORS BY HIGH-THROUGHPUT IMAGING SCREENING
Shachar, S.¹, Voss, T.C.², Pegoraro, G.², Sciascia, N.¹, and Misteli, T.¹
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Genomes are non-randomly arranged in the 3D space of the cell nucleus. The location and local environment of a genomic locus affects its transcription efficiency, replication timing and repair. The molecular nature of the cellular factors that establish and maintain the 3D location of gene loci are largely unknown. Here we have developed a high-precision, high-throughput automated fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) imaging pipeline that enabled us to conduct an unbiased siRNA screen to identify factors involved in genome organization in human cells. Using this high-throughput imaging positioning mapping (HIPMap) approach we identified 50 candidate genes that are required for proper positioning of target genes. Genome positioning factors included chromatin remodelers, histone modifiers and nuclear envelope and pore proteins. Components of the replication and post-replication chromatin re-assembly machinery were particularly enriched and affected multiple gene loci of diverse nature. We show that timely progression of cells through replication is required for correct genome positioning. Re-positioning occurred during S and G2 phases of the cell cycle and did not require passage through mitosis. Our results establish high-throughput FISH as a method for the identification of molecular mechanisms involved in genome positioning and they provide a compendium of nuclear genome organization factors.
DYNAMICS OF HISTONE TAILS AND LINKER DNA IN NUCLEOSOMES: MICROSECOND MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
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Nucleosomes are elementary units of chromatin compaction, which play crucial role in genome functioning. X-ray crystallographic studies of the nucleosome core consistently revealed a compact structure that has approximately 147 DNA base pairs wrapped in a 1.7 superhelical turn around histone octamer. However, at the same time nucleosomes are dynamic entities with conformational plasticity at various levels and timescales, which is necessary to fulfill their functions.

We have constructed a full nucleosome atomistic model with the linker DNA segments and histone tails based on the available X-ray structure of the nucleosome core. We perform multiple molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on microsecond time scale at different ionic conditions. Here we report a detailed analysis of nucleosome dynamics, conformational changes with respect to the available X-ray structure of the core, and protein-DNA interactions. We find that histone tails condense onto DNA, including the linker DNA, may undergo order-disorder conformational transitions and may affect the conformation, stability and dynamics of both nucleosomal and linker DNA. The linker DNA is flexible enough to accommodate various bent conformations within the thermal fluctuation limit. DNA binding sites in the nucleosomal core show varying stability and potential for rearrangement of DNA path within the core. We discuss a hypothesis whereby stable association of histone tails with nucleosomal and linker DNA may result in and additional level of cross-talk between histone post-translational modifications and effector protein binding. Overall our findings suggest a complex interplay between nucleosome conformational dynamics and modes of histone-DNA interactions influenced by positions of histone tail domains and presence of linker DNA.

AS was supported by the US-Russia Collaboration in the Biomedical Sciences NIH visiting fellows program. Development of nucleosome visualization algorithms was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (RSF grant № 14-24-00031).
DNA HYPMETYLATION CONTRIBUTES TO THE NEOPLASTIC PROCESS IN INTESTINAL CANCER
Sheaffer, K.L., Elliott, E.N., and Kaestner, K.H.
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MBD3 REGULATES CHROMATIN ACCESSIBILITY AT ACTIVE PROMOTERS
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Chromatin structure is tightly regulated in cells and its dysregulation is associated with diseases such as cancer. The Mi-2/NuRD (Nucleosome Remodeling Deacetylase) complex is postulated to organize chromatin structure using its nucleosome remodeling and histone deacetylase activities. MBD3 is an integral component of NuRD, which potentially targets the complex to the specific sites of the genome. Recently, we have demonstrated that MBD3/NuRD targets regulatory elements of active genes, a finding diametrically opposed to historical models depicting NuRD as a co-repressor localized to transcriptionally non-permissive chromatin. Moreover, MBD3 co-localized with RNA polymerase II (pol II) at loci where promoter-enhancer loops are formed. Although our previous findings shed light on the role of NuRD in the regulation of active genes, the detailed mechanism of how NuRD is involved in transcriptional regulation is yet not fully understood. To investigate this question, we have developed a next generation, tagmentation based chromatin immunoprecipitation method followed by massively parallel sequencing (ChIP-nexo), which substantially increased the resolution of the MBD3/NuRD mapping. ChIP-nexo defined MBD3/NuRD localization at high resolution, showing accumulation of MBD3 at active promoters with a dip at transcription start site, suggesting an active role of NuRD in modulation of the cell-type specific transcriptional network. To interrogate the detailed functions of NuRD at active promoters, we conducted MNase-seq using conditions which measures both nucleosome positioning and sensitivity, in MBD3 depleted cells. Depletion of MBD3 changed the accessibility of nucleosomes at promoters, while maintaining overall nucleosome positioning. These data indicate an active regulatory function of NuRD in fine tuning the transcriptional network by modulating transcription rates of pol II. We propose that NuRD may be involved in establishing cell type specific gene expression patterns in diverse cell types by organizing promoter nucleoprotein architecture.
EFFECT OF RPA-BINDING SMALL MOLECULES ON RPA-STIMULATED DNA UNWINDING BY HUMAN RECQ1 AND FANCJ HELICASES
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Replication Protein A (RPA) is a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding protein known to play a key role in DNA metabolic pathways including DNA repair and replication. RPA’s importance as a DNA damage signaling molecule makes it an intriguing target for cancer therapy. Several novel RPA-binding small molecules have recently been discovered that either disrupt RPA’s ability to bind to ssDNA or are predicted to interfere with its protein interactions. In this study we analyzed the effect of several known RPA-interacting small molecules on RPA-stimulated double-stranded DNA unwinding catalyzed by the human Fanconi Anemia Complementation Group J (FANCJ) or RECQ1 helicases. Either FANCJ or RECQ1 acting alone only marginally unwound a 75 base pair (bp) forked DNA substrate, whereas RPA stimulated both of these helicases to unwind the long duplex DNA substrate in an efficient manner. However, the presence of RPA-interacting compounds TDRL505 (ref. 1) or 8 (ref. 2) inhibited RPA-stimulated and ATP-dependent FANCJ or RECQ1 helicase activity on the 75 bp DNA substrate in a dose-dependent manner, effectively eliminating any detectable helicase-catalyzed DNA unwinding at the highest drug concentration tested. The apparent IC₅₀ values for inhibition of RPA-dependent FANCJ helicase activity on the 75 bp DNA substrate were approximately 8 µM for either compound. To confirm that the effects of compounds 8 and TDRL505 were not due to direct inhibition of helicase activity, they were tested for their ability to inhibit FANCJ or RECQ1 helicase activity on a short (19 bp) forked DNA substrate that both enzymes efficiently unwind in the absence of RPA. Compounds TDRL505 or 8 failed to inhibit FANCJ or RECQ1 helicase activity on the 19 bp DNA substrate, suggesting that they specifically disrupted the functional interaction of RPA with the human DNA repair helicase by interfering with RPA ssDNA binding (compound TDRL505) or RPA protein interaction (compound 8).

Because small molecule 8 binds to an RPA70 N-terminal domain suggested to be important for mediating RPA protein interactions, we performed enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) to test for disruption of the FANCJ-RPA physical interaction. Immobilized RPA bound FANCJ in a specific manner, whereas the presence of compound 8 in the binding incubation mixture significantly reduced the FANCJ-RPA interaction. Based on the ELISA data, we conclude that compound 8 interferes with the ability of RPA to physically bind FANCJ, suggesting its mode of inhibition of RPA-dependent FANCJ helicase activity relies on preventing the helicase to physically coordinate with RPA during processive unwinding of long DNA duplexes. Thus, key partnerships between RPA and an interacting DNA helicase can be disrupted by a small molecule which either perturbs the ability of RPA to bind ssDNA or to physically interact with the helicase protein. These studies provide new insights to the mechanisms whereby RPA-interacting compounds potentially suppress proliferation of cancer cells, cause apoptosis, or induce DNA damage during cellular replication.

SP1 BINDS TO CENTROCHROMATIN TO MAINTAIN THE CENTROCHROMATIN LANDSCAPE AND PRESERVE CHROMOSOME STABILITY

Sowash, A.R. and Azizkhan-Clifford, J.
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Drexel University College of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA

Chromosomal instability (CIN) is a dynamic and continual gain or loss of whole chromosomes, or parts of chromosomes, during cell division at an elevated rate. It is associated with poor patient outcome in multiple cancer types, as well as tumor heterogeneity and resistance to multiple chemotherapeutics, underscoring its clinical importance. Despite its prevalence and clinical importance, the exact mechanism(s) that leads to CIN remain to be determined.

The transcription factor Specificity Protein 1 (Sp1) regulates the expression of genes involved with many cellular processes, including differentiation, cell cycle progression, DNA repair, apoptosis, and senescence. Sp1 binds to specific GC-rich elements through its highly conserved carboxy-terminal zinc finger DNA binding domain, and recruits different factors to chromatin to influence transcription. Our previous work shows that Sp1 is important for maintaining chromosomal stability during mitosis. We have shown that loss of Sp1 results in abnormal chromosome alignment along the metaphase plate, creation of micronuclei, and aneuploidy, as well as lagging chromosomes and anaphase bridges, all of which are phenotypes consistent with CIN.

New preliminary data is the first to show that Sp1 localizes and binds to the centromere during mitosis. This localization is dependent on ATM activity, and does not require the Sp1 DNA binding domain. Loss of Sp1 results in disrupted centrochromatin, including changes in histone modifications and transcription of α-satellite arrays. Further, loss of Sp1 results in defects in chromosome cohesion, as well as a decrease in centromeric protein A (CENP-A) deposition at the centromere, suggesting that Sp1 may be important for maintaining the structure and function of this region. We hypothesize that Sp1 contributes to faithful chromosome segregation through a novel function(s) at the centromere during mitosis, thereby preventing CIN.
The fate decision of Hematopoietic Stem Cell (HSC) between self-renewal and differentiation and its linkage with cancer were examined from epigenetic angles. In order to investigate the stem cell biology of cancer, two strategies were used. One is aging which is the most important demographic risk factor of cancer. And another one is DNA methylome perturbation by knockout of DNMT3A and DNMT3B. Three types of high throughput sequencing data, WGBS for methylation, ChIP-Seq for histone modification H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, and RNA-Seq for transcriptome, were generated from 4 month, 12 month, 24 month HSCs in aging study, and from DNMT3A Knockout and DNMT3A-DNMT3B double-knockout HSCs in methylation perturbation study. In order to get most out of the sequencing data, one novel concept and two bioinformatics software packages were created for DNA methylation analysis of base-resolution bisulfite sequencing data. These tools were integrated into a comprehensive software solution, MOABS, which is efficient in run time and computing resources, to do the data mining of the first epigenome dataset of mouse HSC. MOABS introduces a novel strategy to combine statistical p-value and biological difference into a single metric, termed credible methylation difference (CDIF), and has enough power to detect single-CpG resolution differential methylation in small regulatory regions, such as transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs), with as low as 4-10 fold coverage. Our simulation study reveals superior performance of MOABS over other leading algorithms, such as Fisher’s exact test. Using real whole genome BS-seq data, we demonstrate that MOABS improves the detection of allele-specific DNA methylation as well as differential methylation underlying TFBSs, especially at low sequencing depth. In addition, MOABS analysis can be easily extended to more complicated scenarios, such as differential 5hmc analysis using a combination of RRBS and oxBS-seq. The HSC epigenome findings discovered by MOABS during aging process and during DNA methylation perturbation provide clues to cancer progression and treatment from the epigenetic perspective.
High-throughput sequencing technologies have allowed many gene locus-level molecular biology assays to become genome-wide chromatin profiling methods. DNA cleaving enzymes such as DNase I have been used to probe accessible chromatin. The accessible regions contain functional regulatory sites, including promoters, insulators, and enhancers. Chromatin mapping studies have revealed the dynamic and cell state-specific nature of accessibility \textit{in vivo}. Deep sequencing of DNase-seq libraries and computational analysis of the cut profiles have been used to infer protein occupancy in the genome at the nucleotide-level, which was introduced as “digital genomic footprinting”. The approach has been proposed as an attractive alternative to ChIP-seq of hundreds of transcription factors, and overcomes antibody issues, poor resolution, and batch effects. Recent reports have uncovered some limitations of the DNase-based genomic footprinting approach that significantly reduce the scope of detectable protein occupancy, especially for transcription factors whose binding to chromatin is short-lived. Moreover, transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq) has recently been introduced as a new chromatin accessibility assay that can be performed on a small number of cells. Amid these new developments, the genomics community is grappling with issues concerning the utility of genomic footprinting and the distinction between the potential and robust deliverables of the proposed approaches. Here we summarize the consensus emerging from the recent reports and describe the remaining issues and hurdles for genomic footprinting. We conclude that the enzyme-based protein occupancy profiling approach represents an evolving methodology that requires significant improvements to mature into a powerful tool for advancing the genomics of chromatin regulation.
STEROID RECEPTORS CAN FACILITATE THE BINDING OF THE PIONEER FACTOR FOXA1 IN BREAST CANCER CELL LINES THROUGH A DYNAMIC ASSISTED LOADING (DynALoad) MECHANISM
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The estrogen (ER) and glucocorticoid receptors (GR) and the forkhead box protein 1 (FoxA1) all play an important role in breast cancer development. The ER, GR, and FoxA1 status in breast cancer is a significant factor for determining the outcome of the disease. However, the cellular interactions between ER, GR, and FOXA1 and the role these interactions play in the progression of breast cancer are not well understood. Our previous studies have shown that both ER and GR direct one another’s binding to the chromatin landscape in a mammary cell line. In addition, FoxA1 has been implicated in ER binding patterns; however, the effects of ER on the function of FoxA1 has been controversial. Furthermore, the molecular interplay between GR and FoxA1 is also poorly understood. We have further characterised GR, ER, and FoxA1 crosstalk in three estrogenic breast cancer cell lines utilizing chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput sequencing. Upon single and dual activation of receptors these studies show that GR and ER can both alter the binding of each other at a subset of sites, by a mechanism termed dynamic assisted loading (DynALoad). However, there is little crossover observed in the binding patterns for the differing cell lines. This indicates that while the DynALoad mechanism is functioning in all three cell lines, the sites altered are cell specific. Furthermore, and contrary to previous findings, activated ER and GR have the ability to alter the genomic response of the well-established pioneer factor FoxA1. Genome-wide analysis of FoxA1 binding upon hormone treatment shows that both ER and GR can recruit FoxA1 to specific binding sites within the genome, also through the DynALoad mechanism. In addition, analysis of DNase hypersensitivity sequencing in these cell lines under the differing hormone treatments demonstrates there is an increase in chromatin accessibility at ER, GR, and FoxA1 DynALoad binding sites. This indicates there is chromatin reorganization upon activation of ER and GR. Most importantly, there is a lack of a ER, GR, and FoxA1 DNase footprint in these cells suggesting the binding patterns of these factors is highly dynamic with a short DNA residence time. These findings do not support a model wherein a specific set of pioneer factors which bind to closed chromatin and establish the binding landscape for other transcription factors (TFs). These results suggest rather that many TFs in a given cell have the potential to affect the binding landscape of other TFs, depending on the chromatin context. In addition, this study has shifted our classical understanding of pioneer factors in breast cancer, demonstrating that activated GR and ER have the capability to recruit and alter the response of FoxA1. Overall, this has provided information on a previously unknown complexity to FoxA1 action in breast cancer cells.
To evaluate the effect of CG methylation on DNA binding of sequence-specific B-ZIP transcription factors (TFs) in a high-throughput manner, we enzymatically methylated the cytosine in the CG dinucleotide on protein binding microarrays (PBMs). Previously, we showed that ATF4|CEBPB heterodimer preferentially binds to methylated CGAT|GCAA and this sequence is bound by both ATF4 and CEBPB \textit{in vivo}. We extended this analysis to additional ATF4 heterodimers with CEBP family members. We show that CG methylation enhanced the binding of ATF4 heterodimers with CEBP family members to CGAT|GTAA better when methylated. ATF4 heterodimers with cJUN, JUND and FOS did not preferentially bind to methylated sequences. Additionally we find novel methylated motifs that are bound by CEBPG and CEBPE homodimers 5 fold better when methylated, but not with CEBPA, CEBPB and CEBPD. ATF4 ChIP-seq data using primary female mouse dermal fibroblasts with 50X methylome coverage indicate that the methylated sequences well-bound by ATF4 heterodimers on the PBMs are bound \textit{in vivo}.
GATA3-MEDIATED CHROMATIN ESTABLISHMENT IN BREAST CANCER CELLS

Takaku, M.1, Grimm, S.A.2, Shimbo, T.1, Perera, L.3, Machida, S.4, Kurumizaka H.4, and Wade, P.A.1

1Epigenetics and Stem Cell Biology Laboratory, 2Integrative Bioinformatics Group, and 3Genome Integrity and Structural Biology Laboratory, NIEHS, NIH, Research Triangle Park, NC; 4Graduate School of Advanced Science & Engineering, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan

GATA transcription factors are zinc-finger class of DNA-binding proteins that is required for the development of diverse tissues. One such gene, GATA3, is a key regulator of multiple cellular programs, including T lymphocyte development, trophoblast development, and mammary epithelial cell differentiation. Recent comprehensive genomic analyses have identified GATA3 as one of the most frequently mutated genes in breast cancer. While recent findings strongly suggest that GATA3 has a critical role in tumorigenesis, the molecular mechanisms utilized by GATA3 to regulate gene expression in breast cancer cells is not fully described. GATA3 is known to participate in a complex regulatory network with FOXA1 and ER-alpha, governing the transcriptional program in luminal tumors. Biochemical analyses indicate that: (1) GATA3 binds to chromatin in an estrogen-independent manner, (2) GATA3 can act upstream of FOXA1. These studies suggest GATA3 may act as a pioneer factor, independently associating with closed chromatin and modulating chromatin structure to recruit additional transcription factors such as ER-alpha and FOXA1. To experimentally assess the capacity of GATA3 to function as a pioneer transcription factor, we chose the MDA-MB-231 human breast adenocarcinoma cell line, in which GATA3, FOXA1 and ER-alpha are undetectable, and established stable cell lines expressing wild-type GATA3. Consistent with previous results, GATA3-expressing cells presented a pseudo-epithelial phenotype at the cellular and molecular level. In order to explore whether GATA3 can mediate reprogramming of chromatin configuration, we investigated histone modifications and chromatin structure at GATA3 binding regions throughout the genome. We will present our latest data and discuss the role of GATA3-mediated chromatin licensing in the initiation of the epithelial transcriptional program.
AN EPIGENETIC FOCUSED siRNA SCREEN IDENTIFIES NOVEL DRUGGABLE TARGETS THAT INHIBIT GROWTH AND INDUCE DIFFERENTIATION IN NEUROBLASTOMA

Veschi, V.1, Liu, Z.1, Wang, C.1, Voss, T.2, Ozbun, L.2, Hager, G.2, Giannini, G.4, and Thiele, C.1

1Pediatric Oncology Branch, 2High-throughput Imaging Facility, and 3Laboratory of Receptor Biology and Gene Expression, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD; 4Molecular Medicine Department, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

Neuroblastoma (NB), the most common extracranial solid tumor of childhood, originates from the neural crest precursors. It accounts for 15% of all pediatric oncology deaths and less than 50% of the high-risk patients experience long-term survival. NexGen sequencing identified few novel druggable mutations in NB and these were mainly in chromatin and epigenetic regulators. Drug discovery targeting epigenetic regulators is a dynamic area of research, however which epigenetic enzymes drive NB tumorigenesis is unknown. To identify epigenetic regulators of NB cell growth and differentiation, we used a high through-put format in which a focused Dharmacon Smartpool siRNA library of 400 known modulators of chromatin structure and function were reversed transfected into 2 NB cell lines (SY5Y-GFP & SK-N-BE) in 384-well plates. After 3 days at 37°C, plates were fixed and stained with Hoechst 33342. Cells were analyzed using an Opera High-Content Screening system in which 12 fields per well with five z-stacks 1um apart were imaged using a 20x objective lens. QQ-plot analyses identified 10 genes with oncogenic activity (defined as siRNAs causing a decrease in Nuclei number (NN) and an increase in Neurite length (NL)) that statistically deviated from the normally distributed bulk population of siRNA measurements. IPA analysis revealed the oncogenes are involved in embryonic and tissue development, cell cycle, DNA replication, recombination and repair (p= 10^-5). Thirty percent of hits are associated with poor survival in stage 4 NB patients (R2 database). A second round of screening was performed with 4 deconvoluted siRNAs from the 12 highest priority hits. Two hits, CENPE and BRD4, have already been shown to be therapeutic targets in NB. EZH2, another hit, is dysregulated and represses tumor suppressor gene expression in NB. To verify EZH2, we transduced a TET-inducible EZH2-shRNA into NGP cells and found that decreases in EZH2 expression were associated with decreased tumor growth in vitro. The TET-inducible EZH2-shRNA NGP NB cells were implanted into mice and when tumor size reached 200-300mm^3, mice were stratified into 2 groups; 1 which received normal chow and the other group which received DOX-chow. The growth of tumor xenografts was significantly inhibited in mice receiving DOX-chow and their survival was significantly prolonged murine (p=0.01). Western analyses of xenografts indicated that the tumors from mice receiving DOX had decreased levels of EZH2. Additional hits, which include SETD8, INCENP, KDM4B, TRIM28, CHAF1A and members of the HMGN family are under analysis. This approach has identified epigenetic targets that are important in regulating NB.
SETBP1 INDUCES LEUKEMIA DEVELOPMENT THROUGH REPRESSION OF RUNX1
Vishwakarma, B.A.\textsuperscript{1}, Gudmundsson, K.O.\textsuperscript{1}, Makishima, H.\textsuperscript{2}, Honsono, N.\textsuperscript{2}, Nguyen, N.\textsuperscript{1}, Negi, N.\textsuperscript{1}, Oakley, K.\textsuperscript{1}, Maciejewski, J.P.\textsuperscript{2,*}, and Du, Y.\textsuperscript{1,*}
\textsuperscript{1}Department of Pediatrics, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD; \textsuperscript{2}Department of Translational Hematology and Oncology Research, Taussig Cancer Institute, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH. *These authors contributed equally to this work.

Abnormal activation of SETBP1 through overexpression or missense mutations is highly recurrent in various myeloid malignancies; however, it is unclear whether such activation alone is able to induce leukemia development. Here we show that Setbp1 overexpression in mouse bone marrow progenitors through retroviral transduction is capable of initiating leukemia development in irradiated recipient mice. Before leukemic transformation, Setbp1 overexpression significantly enhances the self-renewal of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and expands granulocyte macrophage progenitors (GMPs). Interestingly, Setbp1 activation also causes transcriptional repression of tumor suppressor gene Runx1 and this effect is crucial for Setbp1-induced transformation. Runx1 repression is induced by Setbp1-mediated recruitment of Hdac1 to Runx1 promoters and can be relieved by treatment with histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors entinostat and vorinostat. Moreover, treatment with these inhibitors caused efficient differentiation of Setbp1-induced myeloid leukemia cells and immortalized myeloid progenitors in culture and significantly extended the survival of mice with Setbp1-induced myeloid neoplasm, suggesting that HDAC inhibition could be an effective strategy for treating myeloid malignancies with SETBP1 activation.

Funding source: NIH RO1CA143193
INHERITANCE OF DNA METHYLATION IN THE MOUSE
Grimm, S.A, Shimbo, T., Fargo, D.C., and Wade, P.A.
Epigenetics and Stem Cell Biology Laboratory, NIEHS, NIH, Research Triangle Park, NC

DNA methylation is an essential epigenetic mark, intimately involved in mammalian gene regulation. The pattern of DNA methylation is dramatically reprogrammed at multiple points between generations in mammals. While local DNA sequence and overall genetic background are known to influence histone modification patterns, the extent to which DNA methylation patterns are impacted by genetics remains incompletely understood. We addressed this issue by intercrossing inbred mouse strains and analyzing DNA methylation at the base-pair level across the genome in somatic tissue from parents and age-matched offspring of multiple families. Loci at which CpG methylation differed between strains were generally located far from transcription start sites, were associated with regulatory DNA elements and offspring had methylation levels intermediate between parental levels. In the vast majority of cases, differential CpG methylation patterns observed in parents were preserved on the relevant parental alleles in offspring. At differentially methylated regions, DNA sequence differences between strains frequently occurred within enriched transcription factor binding sites where deviations from consensus at invariant residues were associated with increases in local DNA methylation. These results support a framework to understand the manner in which genetic differences between inbred strains, or between individuals in outbred populations including humans, impact the epigenetic features that dictate gene expression patterns characteristic of health and disease.
The vast majority of deaths from cancer are due to its progression from primary tumor to metastatic disease. Understanding how some cells can migrate from the primary tumor to seed new tumors throughout the body is a longstanding challenge in developing novel cancer treatments. Current models propose that these migratory cells acquire an invasive phenotype through a process known as the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), characterized by the loss of cell polarity and cell-to-cell adhesion, and the acquisition of migratory and invasive properties. Such changes allow the cells to invade the extracellular matrix and migrate throughout the body, aided by the formation of lamellipodia, filopodia and invadopodia. In a converse transition, the MET, mesenchymal cells may revert back to the epithelial phenotype and establish tumors at distant sites. We have preliminary observations showing that when one member of the H2A family of histones, H2AX, is silenced or inactivated in HCT116 cells, these cells exhibit mesenchymal-like characteristics including increased invasiveness. Furthermore, genome-wide expression analysis implicates the critical EMT transcription factors, SLUG and ZEB1, as mediators of H2AX loss-induced EMT. To make these studies more rigorous, we generated a novel HCT116 cell line with H2AX destroyed. Our findings show that ectopic expression of H2AX in H2AX-null cells reverses the invasiveness induced by H2AX inactivation. Moreover, in 233 human colon cancer samples, a strong correlation is found between the levels of H2AX and SLUG/ZEB1 expression. These observations lead us to hypothesize that H2AX is a key regulator of EMT and plays a critical role in the downstream events leading to increased metastasis.
Super Enhancers are recently identified genomic regulatory regions that are principal determinants of cell identity and oncogenesis, yet to be implicated in host-pathogen interactions. Here, we discover that EBV transcription factors and EBV-activated NF-κB transcription factors converge to thousands of enhancer sites in EBV transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs). Of these, 187 enhancers had markedly higher and broader signals for H3K27ac histone modifications, characteristic of Super Enhancers. These EBV Super Enhancers associated with various genes essential for LCL growth and survival, including MYC and BCL2. ~96% of EBV Super Enhancers and their nearest associated genes occurred in the same Hi-C topological domains. The Bromodomain inhibitor, JQ1, disrupts EBV Super Enhancers and induces LCL growth arrest. Although EBV Super Enhancers were already primed in pre-transformation Resting B Lymphocytes (RBLs), we find differences in enhancer usage between LCLs and RBLs. In summary, these findings allow new insights into how EBV hijacks nuclear epigenetic processes to drive cell proliferation.
KRAB ZINC FINGER PROTEINS ARE EVOLUTIONARILY ADAPTIVE REPRESSORS OF PARASITIC DNA ELEMENTS

Wolf, G.1,2, Yang, P.1, Füchtbauer, A.C.2, Füchtbauer, E.M.2, Silva, A.M.2, Park, C.1, Wu, W.1, Nielsen, A.L.3, Pedersen, F.S.2, and Macfarlan, T.S.1

1Program in Genomics of Differentiation, NICHD, NIH, Bethesda, MD; 2Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics and 3Department of Biomedicine, Aarhus University, Denmark

Retroviruses have been invading mammalian germ lines for millions of years, accumulating in the form of endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) that account for nearly one-tenth of the mouse and human genomes. To protect their genomic integrity, mammals have developed a number of defense mechanisms that include epigenetic silencing of ERVs during development. Given the vast number and sequence diversity of ERVs and other parasitic DNA elements, this epigenetic repression system is believed to rely on sequence-specific and evolutionary adaptive target recognition factors. Recent advances in the field have indicated that at least some Krüppel-associated box zinc finger proteins (KRAB-ZFPs), the largest single transcription factor family in mammals, with a unique repertoire of several hundred members in each mammalian species, have evolved to repress parasitic DNA. KRAB-ZFPs bind large target motifs via usage of tandem arrays of up to dozens of C2H2-type zinc finger domains, each capable to specifically bind three nucleotides of DNA. Epigenetic silencing is mediated via the KRAB domain which recruits the potent corepressor KAP1. Intriguingly, KRAB-ZFPs are highly diversified in mammals and frequently show signs of positive selection, possibly indicating adaptive evolution in an arms race against ERVs that have invaded the germ-line.

Here we demonstrate that ZFP809, a member of the KRAB-ZFP family, initiates silencing of a defined subset of ERVs in a sequence-specific manner via recruitment of heterochromatin inducing complexes. ZFP809 knock-out mice develop normally but display highly elevated levels of ZFP809-targeted ERVs in all tested somatic tissues. ERV reactivation is accompanied by an epigenetic shift from repressive to active histone modifications and the loss of DNA methylation. Importantly, using conditional alleles and rescue experiments, we demonstrate that ZFP809 is required to initiate ERV silencing during embryonic development, but becomes largely dispensable in somatic tissues. Finally, we show that ZFP809 silences a handful of non-viral host genes that have acquired ZFP809 binding sites via ancient ERV insertions. To investigate whether other KRAB-ZFPs may also function as ERV repressors, we determined the genome-wide binding profiles of several previously uncharacterized murine KRAB-ZFPs using ChIP-seq technology. We show that the majority of these proteins bind to ERV sequences in a sequence-specific manner. Importantly, these KRAB-ZFP binding sites are also bound by the KAP1 corepressor and downstream acting histone modifiers, and show signatures of repressive histone methylation marks.

In sum, these data strongly support the hypothesis that possibly hundreds of KRAB-ZFPs evolved in response to germ-line colonization events by ERVs and other transposable elements. Together with our observation that ancient ERVs have altered the expression profiles of cellular genes via ZFP809 recruitment, this indicates that the ongoing arms race between ERVs and KRAB-ZFPs may have repeatedly re-wired transcriptional networks during mammalian evolution.
STEMNESS FACTOR SALL4 IS REQUIRED FOR DNA DAMAGE RESPONSE IN EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS

Xiong, J.1,3, Todorova, D.1, Su, N.1, Lee, P.2, Shen, Z.2, Briggs, S.P.2, and Xu, Y.1
1Section of Molecular Biology, 2Section of Cell and Developmental Biology, Division of Biological Sciences, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA; 3Center for Molecular Medicine, NHLBI, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are genetically more stable than somatic cells, thereby preventing the passage of genomic abnormalities to their derivatives including germ cells. The underlying mechanisms, however, remain largely unclear. Here we show that the stemness factor Sall4 is required for activating the critical Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated (ATM)-dependent cellular responses to DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs) in mouse ESCs and confer their resistance to DSB-induced cytotoxicity. Sall4 is rapidly mobilized to the sites of DSBs after DNA damage. Furthermore, Sall4 interacts with Rad50 and stabilizes Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 complex for the recruitment and activation of ATM. Sall4 also interacts with Baf60a, a member of the SWI/SNF ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complex, which is responsible for recruiting Sall4 to the site of DNA DSB damage. Since the expression of Sall4 in human cancers is correlated with drug resistance, our findings provide novel mechanisms to coordinate stemness with genomic stability of ESCs and the drug resistance of Sall4-expressing cancers.
CHARTING EPIGENOMES: APPLYING A PRINCIPLED APPROACH FOR ChIP-SEQ OPTIMIZATION
Broad Technology Labs, The Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, Boston, MA

ChIP-seq is a powerful method that utilizes immunoprecipitation by antibodies targeting specific DNA-associated proteins, followed by sequencing of the DNA fragments that are pulled down. This approach enables charting the genomic localization of DNA-associated proteins such as transcription factors and modified histones. ChIP-seq is an invaluable tool used to address a wide range of biological and medical questions. Despite its usefulness, there are various steps of the ChIP-seq method that can introduce error or variability for unknown reasons. ChIP-seq currently yields significant failure rates, has both intra-assay and inter-assay variability and results that are not easily reproduced. The lack of a standardized ChIP-seq protocol has restricted its use to a limited number of specialized laboratories. Here, we describe our efforts leveraging a principled approach to revolutionize ChIP-seq methodology, aimed at empowering the scientific community with a standardized and robust technology.

We designed an experimental system that enables rigorous statistical analysis, including: (i) splitting the sheared chromatin between all conditions, so tested antibodies are evaluated on the same initial sample; (ii) performing 4 replicates for each condition; and (iii) implementing automation to ensure precise and consistent liquid handling and to control for human error. Analysis was carried out using both human and mouse samples. Leveraging this approach, we evaluated a set of 2 monoclonal antibodies targeting key histone modifications, and demonstrate that these monoclonal reagents are as specific as the ‘gold standard’ polyclonal antibodies for these epitopes, and further have an improved signal to noise ratio. Our work shows that polyclonal antibodies can be supplanted by monoclonals for use in ChIP-seq and similar affinity-based methods, resulting in increased reproducibility and robustness.
CHANGES IN THE METHYLATION PATTERN OF p53 GENE PROMOTER IN THE MEGALOBLASTIC BONE MARROW DISEASE

Yadav, M.K.1, Manoli, N.N.2, Aman, I., Madhunapantula, S.V., Manjunath, G.V., and Natraj, S.M.
Department of Pathology, Centre of Excellence in Molecular Biology and Regenerative Medicine (CEMR), Department of Biochemistry, Jagadguru Sri Shivarathreeshwara Medical College, Jagadguri Sri Shivarathreeshwara University, Karnataka, India

Megaloblastic anaemia, a disease originated by faulty DNA synthesis leading to abnormal maturation of haematopoietic cells, is characterized by the presence of abnormal, very large sized megaloblasts harboring a fine reticular nuclear structure. Prior studies have shown the deficiency of cobalamin (Vitamin B12 – VitB12) and Folic Acid (FA), which are essential for DNA biosynthesis, is the primary cause for megaloblastic bone marrow diseases. However, detailed mechanism describing how these vitamin deficiencies transform a normoblast into megaloblast are currently lacking. In addition, it is also unknown whether these vitamin deficiencies induce changes in promoter DNA methylation of genes, such as p53 (the guardian of the genome, involved in regulating cell cycle and apoptosis. Therefore, in this study we have estimated and compared the VitB12 and Folic Acid levels of megaloblastic bone marrow patients with that of control group and determined the changes in methylation pattern of P53 gene in bone marrow aspirate using methylation specific PCR and expression level of p53 gene in paraffin block cell by immunohistochemistry. Preliminary findings identified low and very low levels of FA and VitB12 in megaloblastic anaemic patients compared to control individuals (FA >5.38 ng/ml, VitB12 – 211-911 pg/ml). The p53 promoter methylation and expression data will be presented at the time of presentation.
microRNA TRANSFERASE FUNCTION OF AUF1 p37

Yoon, J.1, Jo, M.2, White, E.J.F.3, De, S.1, Hafner, M.4, Zucconi, B.E.3, Abdelmohsen, K.1, Yang, X.1, Tuschi, T.5, Becker, K.G.1, Wilson, G.M.3, Hohng, S.2, and Gorospe, M.1

1Laboratory of Genetics, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, MD; 2Department of Physics and Astronomy, Institute of Applied Physics, National Center for Creative Research Initiatives, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea; 3Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and Marlene and Stewart Greenebaum Cancer Center, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD; 4Laboratory of Muscle Stem Cells and Gene Regulation, NIAMS, NIH, Bethesda, MD; 5Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Laboratory of RNA Molecular Biology, Rockefeller University, New York, NY

Eukaryotic gene expression is tightly regulated posttranscriptionally by RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) and microRNAs. Silencing the RBP AU-rich-binding factor (AUF) 1 reduced the interaction of microRNAs with Argonaute 2 (Ago2), the catalytic component of the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). Analysis of this effect revealed that the AUF1 isoform p37 displayed high affinity for the microRNA let-7b, promoted the interaction of let-7b with Ago2, and enhanced Ago2-let-7-mediated mRNA decay. Our findings uncover a novel mechanism whereby microRNA transfer from AUF1 p37 to Ago2 facilitates microRNA-elicited gene silencing.
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR DYNAMICS IN YEAST GENOME
Zaidi, H.A. and Bekiranov, S.
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville, VA

This poster presents our work on the quantitative analysis of binding dynamics in a competition-ChIP assay of TBP in yeast. We use a physical model characterized by three parameters: the in-vivo association and disassociation rates of a transcription factor and the induction rate of the competing allele. Numerical work shows that our method captures the essence of competition-ChIP well, and we are finalizing the pipeline to conduct a rigorous analysis of publicly available data. We are also extending the locus specific CLK method to the whole genome (CLK-seq) and have developed a computational analysis pipeline to extract TF-chromatin dynamic parameters. We will compare competition ChIP and CLK-seq derived parameters for TBP across the yeast genome.
THE ROLE OF WDR18 PROTEIN IN CENP-A DEPOSITION PATHWAY
Zasadzinska, E. and Foltz, D.R.
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, University of Virginia Medical School, Charlottesville, VA

Epigenetic memory that controls gene expression and defines unique chromosome domains is encoded in posttranslational modifications of histones or the incorporation of nucleosomes containing histone variants. Centromeres are unique domains on each chromosome, which define the site of kinetochore formation during mitosis therefore ensuring equal chromosome segregation and genetic stability. Centromeric identity is epigenetically regulated by the incorporation of the centromere specific CENP-A histone H3 variant. In contrast to the canonical H3.1 histone variant, CENP-A deposition is independent of DNA replication, and occurs in early G1. The mechanism of CENP-A deposition is cell cycle regulated, and depends on CENP-A specific histone chaperone Holliday Junction Recognition that has been shown to be a bone fide chromatin assembly factor for CENP-A. Deposition of CENP-A is also regulated by the activity of the Mis18 complex (comprising of Mis18α/β/BP1). These proteins accumulate during late G2 and into mitosis and CENP-A deposition ensues in early G1. We hypothesize that the stability of these proteins must be both negatively and positively regulated. HJURP and Mis18 must be protected from degradation during G2 and mitosis and negative regulation is required for degradation of these proteins following CENP-A deposition. In humans, negative regulation of Mis18 stability involves Cul1 mediated ubiquitylation and subsequent proteasomal degradation of Mis18β during interphase but not mitosis. In contrast, ubiquitylation has been recently shown to protect CAL1 (the HJURP functional homolog in Drosophila) from proteasomal degradation. However it remains unclear what mechanism governs HJURP levels in humans. We found the WD-repeat containing protein WDR18 is associated with both Mis18α and HJURP by co-immunoprecipitation experiments. Moreover WDR18 depletion results in a significant increase of HJURP degradation as assessed by the pulse chase experiments and MG132 treatment. Depletion of WDR18 by shRNA significantly reduced cellular levels of HJURP and centromeric levels of CENP-A and Mis18α, showing that WDR18 is required for the stability of the CENP-A deposition pathway proteins. We hypothesize that the WDR18 protein contributes to the mechanism regulating the stability of HJURP in the preassembly complex providing a mechanism of how the human CENP-A deposition pathway is positively regulated by controlling protein degradation prior CENP-A incorporation.
FUNCTIONALLY REDUNDANT AND COMPENSATORY BINDING OF HMGN VARIANTS TO NUCLEOSOMES AFFECT DNaseI HYPERSENSITIVITY OF CHROMATIN AND GENE EXPRESSION IN MOUSE B LYMPHOCYTES

Zhang, S.1, Zhu, I.2, Deng, T.1, Rochman, M.1, Furusawa, T.1, Casellas, R.3, Landsman, D.2, and Bustin, M.1

1Laboratory of Metabolism, Center for Cancer Research, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD; 2Computational Biology Branch, National Center for Biotechnology Information, NLM, NIH, Bethesda, MD; 3Laboratory of Molecular Immunogenomics, NIAMS, NIH, Bethesda, MD

The dynamic features of chromatin allow cells to alter gene expression in response to various environmental or endogenous cues. The chromatin structure is regulated by dynamic interactions between DNA elements and numerous chromatin-associated factors. A key challenge in the field of gene regulation is to characterize these factors. Here we report that HMGN proteins affect the DNaseI hypersensitivity patterns of chromatin and modulate the fidelity of transcriptional profile in mouse B lymphocytes. HMGN is a family of ubiquitous proteins that bind dynamically to chromatin. B lymphocytes contain two major variants named HMGN1 and HMGN2 and a minor variant named HMGN3. Our ChIP-seq results revealed that all the HMGN variants are strongly enriched at CpG island containing promoters of transcriptionally active genes. At silenced genes, HMGN variants mark the ‘poised’ genes that are activated in response to specific stimuli. Interestingly, despite of the strong overlapping between HMGN binding sites and DNaseI hypersensitivity sites, no significant changes in the DNaseI hypersensitivity or gene expression were detected in Hmgn1-/-/Hmgn3-/- double knockout B cells. However, simultaneous loss of HMGN1 and HMGN3 induced a dramatic increase in the binding of HMGN2 at the promoter regions, suggesting that HMGN2 may functionally compensate for loss of HMGN1 and HMGN3. To further validate the compensatory function of HMGN2, we examined the transcriptomic profiles in Hmgn1-/-/Hmgn2-/- double knockout cells using RNA-seq. Indeed, we found that simultaneous loss of HMGN1 and HMGN2 induced significant changes in the expression of 389 genes. Strikingly, analysis of DNase-seq data revealed that ~ 40% DNaseI hypersensitivity sites were lost in Hmgn1-/-/Hmgn2-/- double knockout cells as compared with wild type controls. This study demonstrated a role for HMGN proteins in maintaining DNaseI hypersensitivity of chromatin and in modulating gene-regulatory networks. Given the ubiquitous presence of HMGN1 and HMGN2 in all vertebrate cells, it is likely that similar compensatory mechanisms are widely spread.
Centromere protein A (CENP-A) is a centromere-specific variant of histone H3 and shares ~50% amino acid identity with canonical H3 protein. CENP-A is required to package the centromere, and to separate sister chromatids during mitosis. Despite their discrete functions, previous reported co-crystal structures reveal surprising similarities exists between CENP-A/H4 and H3/H4 dimers. In this work, to distinguish features of CENP-A/H4, which might be unique, we use molecular dynamics simulations to map the binding free energy landscape for CENP-A/H4 and H3/H4 dimers. The Associated memory, Water mediated, Structure and Energy Model (AWSEM) and umbrella sampling were applied for each simulation to obtain two-dimensional free energy profiles of monomeric protein association and folding. Interestingly, our calculations revealed significant thermodynamic distinctions between the dimerization profiles of CENP-A/H4 and of H3/H4 pairs. Furthermore, the free energy landscape of CENP-A/H4 dimer is significantly remodeled in the presence of its cognate chaperone HJURP. These results are in general agreement with the available experimental data and provide new thermodynamic insights into the mechanisms underpinning chaperone-mediated histone variant CENP-A nucleosomes assembly in vivo.
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